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Prefaee 

Cd.minal jus tice planning has emerged as a very significant 
endeavor within the general effort to improve and profess:l.onalize 
the nati.ol1,al systerl'l of cr:i.minal just1ce', Th€'. criminal justice 
planning field has grown faster than the opportunity to effectively 
organize the body of knowledge supporting it. In order to meet the 
educational and traini.ng demands rapidly generating fronl the field, 
ad hoc measures have been taken to quickly bring didactic material 
to bear on th.e real, ongoing problems faced by criminal justice 
planning personnel. 

Recognizing the acute need to provide forums for the exchange 
of information and experience among those involvf;':d in criminal 
justice planning, the Law Enforcement Assistance Admi'nistr.'ation has 
funded a number of conferences for that purpose. The Regional Con
ference for Criminal Justice Planning Personnel, held in September 
1973 under the auspices of the l?loJ:':lda State University School of 
Criminology and the Division of Continuir~g Education, by-'ought to
gether active criminal justice planners from an eight state. southern 
region. Meeting with them were criminologists and planning experts 
from several universities. The interchange of knowledge and exper:i.
erlee ~q8S accomplished on the grounds of both theory and pr8c tice, as 
these Ptoceedings will reflect, An important fe.atu·re of th<:!se 
Proceedings is the recording of questions and answers addressed to 
both practical and theoretical problem situ.;l.tions. '.the result, 1. 
think, is a useful document to be <l,dded to the nascent literatt.lre on 
criminal Justice planning. 

1i 

Eugene H. Czajkoski~ Dean 
School of Criminology 
Florida State University 
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Editor's Foreword 

The Regional Conference for Criminal Justice Planl'llng Personnel 
\-'I<W held on September 17-19, 19'73, in Tallahassee, Florida. 'I'he 
p.t.ltposeof the conference ~4as to bring together academicians, 
administrators, and planners to discuss ways of improving criminal 
jus tic.e pl.emning. As a medium for the exchange of ideas, the 
conferer~ce seems to have been successful. ~ Topics had been carefully 
planned and integrated, speakers had prepared their presentations 
carefully, and participants worked to maximize usable information. 
Convinced that the conference was a \t,Tot'thwhile endeavor, I have 
a t temp ted to make the'Proce~~:EJnss. an accurate., comp Ie te, ann usable 
document. 

Several precautions have been taken to make the Proceedings as 
error-free as possible. Notes were taken during the conference, 
and each session was recorded on tape. Each speaker furnished a 
written outline of his major points, and some speakers submitted 
prepared papers. The Proceedings was prepared principally from the 
transcribed tapes, but whenever a point could not be clarified by 
the outlines) tapes, or notes, the speake'r waS contactt:!d directly . 

The .Proceeding~ is organized as follows: 'rhe presentations 
follow the same sequence that they did during the conference. Each 
presentation is preceded by an abstract (written by tbe editor) 
intended to remind the reader of the general subject matter. In most 
cases, a discussion sec.tion immedj.ately follows the formal presenta
Hon. In this section, "Response" ident::.l:Eies the comments of the 
principal speaker. For those papers with attachments or a list of 
references, such attachments immediately follow the presentation. 
This organization is intended to encourage the use of the Proc,eedin&§. 
as a working document. 

Many people have been instrumental in the preparation and 
execution of this conference, and should be acknowledged here. Dean 
Eugene Czajkoski and Dr. Frederic Faust, Co-Directors of the project, 
shared the major responsibilities of planning and organizing the 
confetence. Dr. Mary Pankowski supervised the administration Iil,nd 
or.ganization of the conferenc.e. 'l'ricia l.antaff prepared all of the 
administrative and financial paperwork and supervised the transcribing 
of the tapes. At the conference, Linda Anderson and Miki Vohryzek 
served as troubleshooters and recorders. Robert Watts prepared, 
conduct,ed and analyzed the evaluatl.on of the conference. Alcista 
Gillies typed ehe final draft of the Proceedings. Finally, the 

iii 
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gr.-ant t'eceiv~d .from the Law Enforcamertt ,A;;~,dstance Administratiutt 
thrCH.lgh the Florida Governor's Coundl on Criminal Jus tice made the 
conference possible. 'the efforts of all these people, combined with 
those of the conference's speakers and participartt~, have made this 
volume possj.bl~. 

Tlliahassee, Florida 
January 1974 

iv 

WI. William Minor 
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Welcome Address 

O. J. Keller * 

ABSTRAC,!: 

State criminal justice plans are futile unless 
subscribed to by the agencies involved and by 
legislative leaders. Plans should anticipate actions 
which may be forced by court decisions. National 
consulting firms may not be recognized as repo,sitories 
of expertise. Some university professors are too 
theoretically oriented to provide useful consultation. 
Inmates and lower-level staff are an excellent source 
of practical advice. Planners shOUld also consider 
recon®endatlons affecting the larger society, not just 
the criminal justice system. 

r will spend most of my half hour this morning asking questions 
or presenting questions to you that maybe you can find answers to 
during the. course of the! conference. I think j.t' s interesting that 
yOUi' meeting this week is simultaneous with Some of the important 
legislative committee meetings here in this state. T.he ne:.wspaper 
this morning pointed Otlt that Senator Dick Pettigrew's committee on 
the criminal justice system will be meeting for four clays starting 
today) Monday through 'I!hursday. This is interes ting because what 
will be happening in these legisla,t:i.ve committees is not only Senator 
Pettigrew" s committee but. also Representative Dick Hode!iJ' Committee 
on Health and Rehabilitative Serv:i.ces. They will be considering 
some of the very issues that all of you are concerned about,'such as! 
"How should the criminal justic.e Slystem be set ltp?" "How do the 
plans relate?!! 

'~Secretut'y of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services! 
State of Florida. 

-1-
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I want to ask you these questions though: Do 10U really plan 
for the whole system'? My understand:l.ng is that you wOl;k for the 
state planning agencies, at'e largely funded by l.EAA funds, and hElve 
to develop a state plan because you cannot get the LEAA fundI" unless 
there is a plan submitted which,is acceptable to LRAA in Wash5..ngton. 
Is that correct? Do you all feel that you are doing comprehenk~ive 
planning for the criminal justice systellf in your states? I'm r~ally 
asking you how much clout - how much influence - you really have\on 
what is done in your states in the criminal justice syste1u. l<'or\ 
example, if each part of the state system has it's own planners, \ 
as the Division of Youth Ser~ices, the Division of Corrections, an~ 
the Parole and Probation Commission do here in Florida, and if you \ 

\ 

are with the state planning agency, how much inrluence do you rea11y\ 
have with regard to the plans which are being developed by those \ 
major. parts of your criminal justice system? They all have the:Lr Own\l~ 
planning components and they all have their own ideas as to vhat \ 
should be done. Do you really coordinate with them? Now Charles \ 
Davoli - who's a personal friend over here - is coordinated with the \ 
Division of Youth Services because Davoli used to work with the Divisioh 
of Youth Services and really knows that agency. Thank heavens for\, 
Davoli I S having been there for the past couple of years because he '.. 
really was calling the shots with the Governor's Council in regards \ 
with youth corrections. As far as that Federal money was concerned \ 
he was making some major decisions which I thought were excellent \ 
decisions and he was pretty well coordinated with the youth sys tem. \" 
How do you £eel we were coordinated, is this fair Charles, how do you \, 

" 
feel you're coordinated with the prison system? 111 other words, r ". 
gU(~ss what I'm really asking you, what was the. relationsh:Lp between 
the state planning agency and the agencies that make up the criminal 
justice system? How do you feel it was between the prison and the 
state planning agency? Did it depend on the personalities o.E the 
people? 1 guess one of the points I'd make is that in many states, if 
your states are at all like this one, you have various parts of the 
criminal justice system each doing it's own thing. !f you don't have 
a very good working relationship with those different parts of the 
criminal justice system in your state, I contend that your state plan 
is going to be a bust. Because if you don't really connect with Youth 
Services, for example, and know what they arB thinking then when you 
put something in your plan and they decide that it isn't their input 
they can sabotage it. You really have to be close. I'm not sure 
really how close in many states the relationship is between the 
individual components that are dOing theix planning and you people who 
have the responsibility of putting together a state plan • 

I' 
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I'm also interested ill knowing how you feel the planning is 
t<?lated between, let l s say, the parole commission in your state 
and the adul t p-risons. What's it like in Alabama 7 Do they rea.lly 
work tagethet as far as overall c.riulinal justice plan for Alabama 
1.8 concerned? I imagine there are sottle in the parole commission 
in your state who haven working relationship with the penal systeul. 
:r don't. think we hewe much of one here. I think the penal sys tem 
sort of goes its oWn ti/ay here and the parole commission goes its 
own way and they both come up with plans. I'm not sure that those 
plans ar.e very well related. 

How aware do you folks think you are with regat'd to some of the 
le.gal decisions which are being made now in the c.ountry with regard 
to the rights of offenders? Are your offices up on that? Are you 
aware of the fact that in some cases the courts are doing the plan
ning for us? The court has actually decided that it w:i.ll be st.lch 
and such and you will have certain kinds of services and this is 
the treatment that you will give. Now California had a meeting that 
I a t tended this summer. They a.ctually had a lawyer on the staff of 
the adult penal system in California whose responsibility it was to 
anticipate what may be coming from the courts, so that they can plan 
for it instead of having a hodge-podge. The judge obviously doesn't 
really know what should take place in a crinlinal justice system, 
certainly not in corrections. ·He decides the guy is there for 
treatment consequently you must have three more doctors and psychi
atrists. T.t might not be at all what you 'People who work in this 
system have in mind. So California actually has a lawyer who reports 
to the head of the adult- system what he antic:tpates may be coming 
from the courts. So that's just another one of my questions.: How 
aware ar.e you of some of the decisions that are being made by courts 
that definitely affect plannl.ng? 

Now if you submit a plan - and this is the $64,000 question -
in the state of Alabama or Georgia or Florida, hotv' much do the 
decision-makers in your state really look at the plan as a bluept'int 
for your state? When the criminal justice plan is submitted for 
Florida and it is accepted by the Governor's Council on Criminal 
Justice then goes on up to Washington, has that plan really been 
subscribed to by the Governor's Office, by Senator Dick Pedigreti/, by 
Rep. Dick Hade, and by those all-powerful people in every state,the 
State Budget O£fice~ So in it goes. One of my major questions then 
would be: Is there really a relationship betti/een what you work on 
and submit and what happens then in your state, or do you find that 
the politicians do their own thing? I'm not opposed, by the tv'ay, to 
politicians doing their own thing because in this state I do feel 
we've got some politicians that are genuinely concerned about the 
cl!iminal jus t:Lce sys tem and even though there are ba.d bills $ubmi tted 
regularly, there are enough llgood gtlYStl irt this stal;;e that if it's a 

-3-
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bad bill they'ldll it. It doesn't get out of committee or. it 
doesn't get possed. But what do you suppose the relationship is 
between you planners and the key politicians in your state? What 
is the rcdationship for example between the state planning agency 
and guys 1 ike, Senator Dick Pettigtew who is one of the instrumental 
pC'ople with regard to criminal justice rerot'ut :.Ln this 1?L,rticular 
sUIte? There really hasn't been much effort m~lde on the part of 
the state planning agency of Florida per se but: the'l:e has been 
it'lput toPett:I.grew and his committee largely bElcause of personal 
relationships. I would suggest that the man who heads the state 
planning agency for your state should actively seek a relationship 
with those politicians Who have an avowed interest in the criminal 
justice system. There are for instance in this state. the man Who's 
going to be spe.aker, Rep. Don Tu.cker, who has publicly stated that 
he is concerned about the prison system, and the present BpeBk~r, 
Terr(:>l1 Sl'ssums who has challenged Dick Hode, the chairl'nnn of the 
Health nnd Rehabi1:ltative Services Committee, to do something about 
the prison system in Florida to make it better. 

What have I said in this luess so far? I think I'm saying that 
Bach one of the components of the criminal justice system in most 
states probably do their own planning, that they donlt really relate 
tha t p tanning to the s ta te planning a.gency, and tha t the s ta te 
planning agency puts together a plan '\1h1ch is then rubber stamped by 
the Governor's Council on Criminal Justice, which doesn't really 
have the time to give it careful attent:lon. ThenH goes to Washing
tom in order to get the money, but whether there is really a connect
ion between what the plan says and what is being planned for the 
state is a moot point. Does the Governor's office really pay attention to 
what: you put down, do the legislative leaders really pay attention? 
I contend that if you don't have a real close relationship with the 
different parts of the criminal justice system then when you've got: 
your plan together it can be sabotaged because the guy from the penal 
syst~m may any you never talked to him about it. 

SIlPPOS(\ thllt in your own hO\.l$(1 you don't feel you hav(:~ the know
It'clge to wrl te tl crimim11 justice plan that you think is tight and 
that people cnnnot challenge. Suppose that you really want to come 
up with a plan that is solid and has expertise behind it so when a 
legislative committe.e actually considers what you put down you can 
say that the experts really backed you. Who are the experts in 
planning in thts country.? 1: really don't know. I'm not sure who you 
would turn to as far as"a national firm is concerned. Your position 
would be strengthened if you cpuld say, "Well rIve got the firm of 
Smutz, Tuloga and Amulbomb (hypothetical) who are noted planners. 
We've been using these consultants as planners and they back every
thing we say." So then a nice book comes out that Smutz) Tuloga and 
Amulbomb put together. Here we are no~ in Florida interested in 
trying to develop a plan for the prison system. Guess who's offered 
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to write the plan? Does anybody know the fi:t;m of Curtis) Davis? 
They are architects. Architects are eager to write your correction
al plan /;1nd there a're a lot of administrators in adult and youth 
corree tion sY,'iltems who have been told by legislat:Lv(~ committees to 
get a plan together. Who's going to write th~ plan for me? Curtis 
and D<1Vis'l These people are all dght, but it seems to me there may 
be a conflict of interests as to whether ,an architectural firm should 
write your state corrections plan.' Who else do you turn to? NCeD 
maybe'? Some people say they ar~ expensive. ! don't know whether to 
ttl rn to NCCD ot no t. We 11, shall we turn to Dick McGlee 1 s consulting 
firm il'1 California? His name is well known but California clossn' t 
have the reputation it used to. California used to be looked upon 
as the best as far as corrections was concerned and now in 1973 . 
people say rIm not sur.e McGee did such great th1..ngs duting the 50's 
nnd 60'A. How about the John Howard Association? I'm a booster for 
the John Howard Association but! really pUlled a sneaky because I 
took the guy who's been the director. of the Association for the 
youth correction system for. this st'ate, so they've had a shuffle up 
there. Hopefully they will continue to pe good consultants but they 
ar.e under new management. And then there are those business consult
klnts. You know, "We've done all sorts of management studies for 
General Motors and we've hE:!lped such and such a corporation and we 
believe with just a slight change here and there we'd be able to do 
the planning for your state t s crj.minal justice systent. II My point is: 
! don't really know a list of 5 firms in this country that would be 
truly knowledgea.ble in develop:i.ng a state plan to give you the kind 
of support you want when it gets down to the b:tick throwing. When 
people say, Ills your plan any good 7" "What makes you think you are 
a11 expert?" and "Why should we buy what you are saying?" that's the 
time when you hope you've got that expert prior knowledge behind you. 

Well then, how about cutting in the Un1.versity'~ The question 
is whether these men 1n the University know the situation. I calltion 
you that thete are 80me that do, and there ere others that I would 
ur.ge you to avo:i.d like the plague. There are some who put their 
reet in the water., ~vho are in touch with the actual op€rrating system, 
and there are some University professors who wan.t to rema1.n uncolitam
ina ted from the real world. These are the guys ~qho write journal 
articles for each othet' in correctional journals but a.re c'tot aWare 
of ~vhat works and what doesn't work because they never go look nor 
do they work even on a part-time basis with an operating system. Now 
the guys that want to remain purely on the theoretical hvel and who 
don't want to be contaminated by the real world IWQuld avoid because 
they at'e not aware of the realities of the situations which adminis
trators must face. They don't know the constra1.nts which would keep 
you from implementing the plan. If you're going to get help from the 
University system get people who are aware of the. political realities 
so that it isn't just a blue sky plan. One of the things that bother 
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tnt, about Bome of the plans I have seen prepared by the University 
1.8 that I've seen plans that are so full of generalities and 
truisms it's as if some of the people who put the plan together 
had gone to tl learning experience which you've already been th'l'ough. 
They come out with 5 points and you look at those and you say, "Hhat 
els8 is new? Those are just starting po1nts\ not let's get to 
spcci.fi.cs. " "Well that will have to be phase 2 and that 1 s going to 
take more money." However, some c&n really help and I'm saying that 
Il's possible that you can get some help from the University system 
if you really work with the tight: peop le. Work ~d. thpeop le who nrc 
LntGt'csted in seeing improvements in. the corrections syatem, not 
just interested in doluS a dissertation, guys who choose to work 
dtl'ting their summer vacation in the corrections system. 

r think it would be great if professot's from the DeparttnGnt of 
Crimi.nology for example. every seven years would be assigt'1ed on their 
sabbatical to work either in an administrative post or even further 
down the line.. I think wha t is miSSing in much of t.he plans 1.s that 
much of the info)::mation we need to know to improve systems needs to 
be obtained ft'om where the ll.ction is. If you want to improve the 
prison system I don't think it's sufficient to talk to guys like 
Lallie Wainwright who administers prisons .... - I think good planners 
need to know what the frustrations of prison guards are. I've got 
a distant cousin who's finished two years as a parole probation 
oHieer for youth services in Jacksonville and he's about to start 
law school at: FSU. I asked him how he J.1k..::d his two years with DYS, 
He said it was gt'eat) good preparation, showed him hp 1:'1;'&11y wanted 
to be a la.wyer. :t asked him what some of the p1:oblems in the system 
we.re. These at'e things planners 1:'el:;\l1y don I t know about. He said 
the pnperwork is terrible. He said you see many young people. coming 
in to the sye tem and then leaving it because they don v t see any chancE', 
for advancement. He said the turnover i,s fantastic. He said one or 
the problems is dead-assed supervisors who've been around for a\>1hilc 
and who never get out and see what the problems of being a probation 
officer are. :r think n guy like George Kirkham whQ te.aclH?s at FSU 
did the kind of thing this summer that's gOing to help his planning -
he workl.?d us a pOlice officer this summer on the st'reet level. He's 
going to come back to FSU with knowledge of what it's like to be H 

policeman and what might be advisable to help improve 1a\<1 enforce ... 
ment. He will hav~ some personal input. I'm saying that if you want 
to plug in the Urdversity don't plug in those who want to be uncontam
inated and on the theoretical level. Do plug in those people who are 
actively interested in the system and who have shown an active 
interest. Then you've got a guy who is articulate ~ experienced. 
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Hm., many elf you people belie:wt? thut in planning er:l.minal justice 
sYfit:ems you should involve the il1mt~tt;ls? 1'm for eh'it. :tn Alathuct 
County the man in charge of the jail system 1.n GnltlGsv1l1e. has us one 
of his conau1 tllnts a fot'mcl~ imnate of Raiford. I've read some of 
the recommendations that this guy was making to improve the jails 
and It looks to me like hI:' has some good advice to make lifo more 
h(;·al~(1b1.e. 'I'he DY'S a yewr ago tried a purt1.cipatol'Y managemt>nt t~onf(rr"'" 
~,nce ,,,,here we brought together people :Erbm different levels -- stuff I 
administrators, probation counselors, foster parents and kids. I 
t'lmtend that at .the end of that day-anci-a-half confc.rence Wt1 had more 
good spet'iHc rc.commenda !:,ions fot' improving that agency than from any 
other conference we I va had. If 1: implemented 3/ {f (jf' those rec;,ommend'" 
Dtlons that \!ould be one hell of B good agency. We really talked 
abOtJl how to make the ays tem bet tet'. 1 think it would b~ good fo'l:' 
planners to talk to offenders. If you talked to enough of them :r. 

lhil1.k you would get somC;l very valid input for yout' planning. Yon would 
b(1gin to get patterns of where change needs to be made. 

Do any of you have the oppot'tunity to get together t..;ith p(;\o'!?le. 
front other states as you're doing now and swap ideas as tt') w'h~;\t t..;orks'l 
Arf~ you ever given travel money $0 that if you want to 1~1ok at a 
particular program in California 01: Minnesota you could tlt',tual1y do 
that? When I worked with the Se~".!:lte Studies of Crindntll Justice in 
Chicago I got A. chanco to travel and visit programs and c.ompare. them. 
You can smell whether certain programs ate good or not:. Then you c.an 
innclvute the good things into your program. I did that with Florida. 
I've Mver had an original idea -- I've lIsed ideas from many other 
programs. I would hope that your bosses would let you travel and 
visit different programs. 

My final question ie how far do you think planners 8hould go 
with r6,'gard to p:~.rll1S. Do you dare make recommendations for larger 
systems? Last night I was reading an article that the t'('>search 
bureau pur'on my desk. The article said that research stuel1es in
dicate that no matter what the rehabilitative program it really 
doesn't make any difference, that: the recidivism rate hangs at ,50 
mph. 50% lire going to fail. I don't buy it. Supposil'lg that you 
say no mlltt(~r \<lho.t YOli do the same number of people art> go:i.ng t;c) cnmfl 
bnc'k, ~1hollld ,Yotl jook heY(')nd the crJrninnl .1uat1.(~o HYHtPnI not! pllln 
tWltl(? th/ngH thnt ougl111 to b(' <loot: :Ln tho lurg(\r ~lOt·I(·ty't It'or Nwmplt" 
Dnvol t il::l (!on(~!:'l,rnecl l1bouc the pllb1:tC', schoo la .... - thll t \.Jp nrct1' t rl:.'ully 
gc,.! ng to do l'luch Illbou t juvenile. delinquency in thls s to tc.> unless we 
do something ntl.lch morn dynamic in conjunction with thl;;~ public schoots. 
How many of you people feel that yourstute plans should get inl:o that? 
Are you really go111g to say that it is the opinion of the state; plan
ning agency that a major effort should be made in conjunction with 
public schools'? You can think of other aspects of soc.ie.ty that are 
directly related to the adult system. 
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'l'ha tIs the message. '1'0 sum it all up r. would ask whethet: 
people really read it when you put your plan together. Does it 
tie together wHh the components of your states - l,ourts, youths 
and adults, parole system? When YOll get the plan together do the 
legislative leaders pay any attention to it? ! don't really know 
of people in the national field that I would know who do a good 
job. If you call in the University peopl,e be cat'eful; call in 
people who are really interested in working. 1 think it makes 
sense to talk to people on the street level -~ line personnel, 
prison guards) foster parents, parole officers. Finally, maybe 
you should talk about things outside the criminal justice system 
as to how those elements of society ate directly related to future 
delinquency and crime. 
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What Are We Planning Fot? 

Ronald L. Akel:$* 

ABSTRACT 

A brief summary of the current state of 
knowledge about crime and .criminal just:i.ce is 
presented. In particular, this presentation 
summarizes our knotl11edge about crime, c.auses 
of crime, deterrence., and rehabil:i.tatiol1. 

I think that all of us can agree that if the question means what 
are the goals toward which we are planning, then that means a more 
just and more effective c.riminal justice system, But the question 
as I understand it is not that, but what is the state of knowledge, 
what do we know about criminal behavior and about the criminal 
justice system. Now in a way, that's a question with no beginning 
arid no end and what 1'11 try to do is get across What I think are 
some general conclusions thtit can be dratm about what we both kno~11 
and don't know at this point in time about criminal behavior. I've 
organized those comments around two major headings! One having to 
do with the criminal behavior itself and second, what seems to work 
or doesn't work in trying to deal with criminal behavior. Much of 
what I say will seem quite obvious to you, much of it is well known 
and I think that's the way it has to be to get the high points and 
summarize the knowledge. But view these just as opening statements, 
as part of a general pt'oposition that can be the basis for further 
discussion. 1 think the thing we a1\",aY9 have to do is begin by 
asking what knowledge we have and finish by asking what we want to do 
with it then. How do you incorporate current knowledge into your 
planning activities? 

Let me just summarize for you SOlne of .the things that my reading 
of the rtlSearch literature leads me to think that we krloW and try to 
indicate those areas which we don' t kno~y anything 'about. First, on 
the topic of what we know about crime and criminals, I think we know 
quite a bit when it comes to simple description. We have a good 
deal of descripitve knowledge particularly when H. comes to "run-of-

*Professor) Department of Criminology, Florida State University. 
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the-mill" offenses) that is~ the kind that are likely to be caught 
up in the criminal justice system, the kinds of people that you will 
be most likely planning for. We have a good deal of descriptive 
knowledge about those and let me just indicate the general things. 
First, it's mainly property crime that we're talking about when talk
ing about crime problems; when people in this society are victimized 
by crime it's usually property crime. And. I think that will continue 
to be the case. Also, I think all of you know and have read the 
Uniform Crime Report that since about 1970, the picture has changed 
somewhat s.o that the rate of il'lcrease has been higher in violent 
crimes for the first time that lim aware of. Previously, my read
ings of those reports always showed not only were most of the crimes 
property crimes but the biggest increase came in property crimes. 
But since 1970 that hasn't been the case. Property crimes'have 
leveled off more and violent crimes have increased. 

We need some more unofficial studies to really confirm to what 
extent the real behavior besides that which becomes officia.l notice 
is mostly pt'operty crime or violent c.'rime. What ,has been done so far 
pretty much confirms that people report property, but we don't have 
mai1Y good unofficial studies yet except for delinquency, for which we 
have a whole history going back about 15 years of some pretty good 
unofficial studies. Unofficial studies of major felonies we just 
don't have ye,t, aside from the few victim surveys that have been 
taken. Those tend to indicate that about half 'Of the major felonies 
get reported and of those about one in five or less ever result in 
some k:Lnd of arrest or official action. We still don't know what the 
exact ratio is. It would seem to be an important item in plannj.ng to 
have a good grasp on just what is the exact relationship between all 
the crimes committed and the number that get called up into the 
cr~minal justice system. 

We move beyond the property and violent crimes to get into the 
victimless crimes and I think we know much less about that. We have 
some idea, though, that even a smaller proportion of those victimless 
crimes get acted upon officially. We do have some good idea of the 
rate of marijuana use and alcohol USe since for those two items there 
has been enough research done that We've got a pretty good idea of 
what rates of use of those are. We know that something like 6% of 
the adult popUlation have serious drinking problems. We know that 16% 
of the adult popUlation and between 12 and 14% of the younger population 
have used marijuana. Those things' are pretty well established, but 
beyond that we'really don't know. We have much less on victimless 
crimes than on the crimes that have victims, and I think for the very 
obvious reasons that most of our knowledge comeS from official data 
the kinds of things that are likely to result in official action are 
those things where a victim is involved and presses charges or reports 
it to have something done about it. OtherWise, we've got to go out 
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lind g(H the Infurnwt.;1ol1 tlut'st'lves <lnd that results in less of u 
discovery rate. I think.a general conclusion can be made that the 
less seriollS the behavior 'is considered by society the mor.e frequently 
it will occLtr. For instanc.e, marijuana use, alcohol beh~tvio'r, 
prostitution, all occur more frequently than do such things as heroin 
addiction and homosexuality. 

Now for both of these types of crimes, both victim and victim
less crimes, we know that those which become crimes of the crimiMl 
justice system primarily itLVolve males, although it may be changing 
now. At one time the rate was about 9 male arrests fat'. every female 
arrest; nOw it's down to Ol.bout 6 or 7. People arr.ested tend to be 
young, members of a minod ty " lower class, and live tn urban areas. 
Now the unofficial report studies clone on delinquency ten~ to 
challenge that last description a bit in that they tend not to see 
much dif terence in delinquency by class, but as yet ~.,e don't have 
th!;' kind of studies we need on adult popUlations to know what the 
true distrtbution or variation is in the population. But we can 
stlfftriently describe it: male, young, minority, lower class and 
urban. 

Now when you move beyond those typical run ... of-thl:1-mill crimes 
you get into white collar crimea, organized criml:1, and professional 
cr:i.me. I'd say we I re very, very ignorant in those areas. \ve know 
ths t they I re cos ely in our society and probably more cos tly than 
the other kinds of crimes put together. We don't know~ however, 
just how costly these are or how much money is involved or how much 
loss of life results from these kinds of crime. 

We. do know something about the kind of activities that they are 
inVOlved in. We know that organized crime controls gambling and drug 
distribution, but we're still very much at the stage of: jOUl:nalistic 
reports and informers regarding the internal structure of organized 
crime. That's about all we have. So I Would say in terms of out' 
areas of ignorance those are very large areas. Now again, I'm not 
stopping here 1:0 try to spell out what implications that has for 
criminal jllstice planning. It seems to me that in the future thl? 
criminal justice system is going to have to respond in a better way 
to such things as white collar crime\ organized crime and professional 
cl:"Lme and we have to know a Whole lot more than we do no~v . 

Okay, beyond descriptive knowledge we also have knowledge of 
cnuses of crime. He all know from prior study that in the area of 
causation we still have the most controversy; that is still the most 
unsettled area. It is easier for us to agree upon facts than it is 
to agree on how you explain them, I'm not going to try to resolVe all 
those, what! 'm going ~o do is gl.ve you a couple of paragraphs 
summarizing ~"hat r think the evidence supports. r think the first 
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ilnporttlnt thing is that (~rin\inal be.havior lH 110 d.tfferent than any 
other Idnd of behavior. Criminals dem't differ in any funcinmc:ntal 
way from non-crim:inals. The not1.on that c.rime i.s learned by tho 
same process us any other kinel of behavior I think is not conclusively 
hut Pt't'SIt:1BLvc>ly support.e.d by the evidence. \fu:Ue 1.1: is tha lnuivt
dtl;l I who ll'IH'ns and the individuHl who acts) ! th"ink tlHlt: the t'vidt'lwl' 
811PPllt"t'H thnt: his behavior stems from 8od,al and group Influm\CeH on 
hIm. lI:U; behavl.or dOt'S not stelt) h'om individuu.l pathology; til!! ther 
hiological nor psychiatric disturbances seem to explain crime ~ or at 
h~'Ht, tha.y only explain u tiny portion of it. I.f you't"e, planning to 
try to construct the criminal justice system on the assumption that 
there is something biologically or psychiatrically wrong with the 
p00ple you're dealing with than I think the system is going to bo 
s{'t'('Wl'tl up . 

Now there m:e various theoret:lcal l)(~rSpectiveFl on just: what tl\(:' 
sodlll variables are and I won't try to lay them out for you, but in 
gt'!1l'rnl, we know that we can look to the larger social structur(;~, 
th(~ .C.11\SH system and tht? economy at one level and at the other level 
mainly at his family and his friends. That shouldn't come as any 
grent surprise, :Lt' s the same thing that influences the rest: or us: 
family and friends, the primary group. 

Okny) ( jus t inld those out as genetn 1 statements of what I 
th i nk W(~ know and clon' t know and obvicHlsly there are a lot of nrens 
I haven't tlluched on about behavior. But let m(~ stop thf't'e and lay 
out for you IlS quickly as I can what: W2. k.now now in terms of d(>.tt~r
renee and rehabilitation. We know, for instance~ that just the met'C! 
existence of capital punishment does not deter homicide, but other 
evidence shaWl:! that if you use something less than capital punishment, 
and the more severe that punishment is, then indeed homicide is 
deterrnhle. When you have more certain punishn\ent and to some extent 
a longer prLson sentence then crimes like hon\icide go down. Fat' the 
other major felonies, the robberies, larceny, and so on, the evidence 
8ho\.,8 fnl.r1y clearly that: certainty of punishment deters, but s(wer:ity 
seems not to be too much related yet. At least the data are not cleat' 
on that. We also know that percept:lon of certainty and to some extent 
severity or punishment. confirm this, as we know that the more people 
can Bel? \"ha t the punishment will be the more likely they w:tll refrain 
frol1\ prohibited behaViOl:S. But ~qe still don't know what the relation
ship is between what the penalties actually are and what the people 
t.hlnk t1H'Y nt'£'. That's another impor.tant item that we hnvp to know 
to mnkl' ~'ffl'l'.tive planning. What difference does .It make to you if 
tl\0 1~gf8lature passes a low an drug possession either increasing or 
ltn""'ring the penalty? r think we have to know more. about how that 
rE-Intes to people's perceptions of what the penalties are. Does it 
mab~ uny difference. to the profess:lonal bank 1:'obber ~ o-r professional 
burglar i[ we pass a law that we are going to increase the sentence 
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by three times and we Ltre going to 8tc".p up police SLlrV(~i.llancQ '{ 
\vh~lt about: the non-proP,gssionu1 offender? How does that rcl~lt0 to 
his pl?t'ception of\vhat those 1:'18k8 are? 'the evidence soys that if 
he perceives them to be greater, he will, in fact, refrain irom 
behavior, B1.lt we don't know how the perception is affected by the 
actual change in the law. For other than the major felanies,again 
with the exception of marijuana and a couple of other cases, we really 
don't; know how they relate to the perception and actual penalty. We 
111/:30 don't knotil very much about the variables which make some types 
of crimes responsive to the threat of penalties and others not respon
sive. It does seem tha t the less commit. ted the offender is to a sub
elll tural way of li.fe and the more instrumental or goal .... oriel'lte.d the 
behavior is the more likely this is to deter. Also, it seems to be 
n little bit surprising, that there has been a good deal of research 
on what difference it makes with regard to swiftness. Suppose you 
set n l:i.mit on how swiftly you bring people to justice. Does that 
mnh> any difference in terms of deterrence? As far as I know, there 
is nO research on tha t r:l.gh t now. We do know that bo th rE'.ward and 
punishment in the immediate environment have a great effect on 
behavior, but it seems to me that the question for criminal justice 
p Janning is about the very fot'mal kind of punishment: or threat of it 
that the crimirtal justice system represents. Does that have any effect 
on criminal behavior? And we really don't know because if hasn't been 
tried, but what effect would it have if besides punishing criminal 
behavior we introduced a systematic reward for non-criminal behavior? 

In terms of rehabilitation and prevention, we know mainly what 
dOl'sn't work rather than what works. ('Ie don't knot" what kind of 
prl~vention strategies work. All of the delinquency prevention 
programs that have been tried in the last 20 years have not worked. 
SOtTle () E' them presented some marginal change in delinquency be.havior, 
somE.' marginal impact, but by and large, I think you'd have to say it: 
hnsn't worked. The communi ty plat1l1ed recreation programs didn I t do 
muc.h; neither did the drop-in houses, etc. All those things when 
evaluated (which was very rare), didn't have much impact on delinquent 
b(~hav.tor. That's what I mean by they did not work. 'rhey ll1ay have 
\yorked in other ways, but in that way they didn't work. In some 
specitll cases, we know that intensive and very expensive surveillance 
seems to pr.event some criminal behavior, for example, skyjacking. 
In other cases) it doesn't work, for example to stop drugs from 
coming across the border. We've had a very expensive border surveil
lance program for many years now and it doesn't seem as though it 
does nwch to keep people from bringing drugs in. 

Rehabilitation~ individual counselling in depth, and psyc.\'d,atry 
hnvQ not made much of an impact on delinquent or criminal behavior. 
Thl~ group technique seems to be a little bit more successful, but 
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even thet(.'"'. it's jus t marginal 8UCC(;1sa. The behavior l\todificatj,on 
programs uSing both individual and gl"oup. behavior modification ,are 
very effective at the time. ~:he evidence is cleat" and I \I)'culd say 
conclusive that you can set up a behavior 11l0dificatil'm progratll and 
change the peopletsbehaviorin the immediate environment ~asily. 
The questiOti is what about the long .... term effects, and there the 
E'viclence is not very encoura.ging, In only about 3 or. 4 instances 
have they even t'ried to follow up on the behavior modificatic)fi 
program nnd when they have recidivism rates have not been ull thut 
('nc.oura,ging. We don t t know yet how effective hnlfway hOllses and the 
whole community based treatment movement are going to be. That1s 
the wave~ there are things starting thet'e now) but it's based more 
on faith than on any hard evidence. 

I think what we can do now is try to raise aomB questions about 
what I've said or get into some other. a'r(>as, try to get soma handles 
on things thElt we mEly know and don't know. I think we all agree that 
planning should be based either on what we k,now for sure 1.:0 be true 
or at least have some good evidence th;;u:: it: tyi11 hold rathmr than on 
untasted assumptions and without rec,ognition of our areas of igno
cunet:. We! have to choose be t~veen those and r think we all agroe thH t: 
we want: those based upon knowledge. 'L'he question is how much kno'tv'" 
ledge do we have and how much of it do we have a good handle on. 
We Clln proceed with questions or comments) anything you "rant to open 
up with right now, either, on what I said or an entirely ne\y area. 

DISCUSSION 

Question: Is robbery u property crime? 

Re8ponse~ tv(;~l1, robbery is on(~ of those mixed cases that is a. little 
bit of violence and a little of property, but I'd call it property 
crime. 

Qucsti.on: l'd like to makt? one comment regarding your statement on 
capi tal pl.lnishmen t. We 1\,now capi tal punishment does no t de tel' 
homidde. There hnvc been thousands and thousands of pieces 
written on that pro and con~ some statistically supported, 
others not. It doesn't seem to jive with your otlle.1:' statement 
th,o\t ret\fard and punishment have an effect on criminal behavior. 
I'd like to have your comments on that. 

Rf..'sponse.: Research evidence that shows that enpieDl punishment doesn It: 
deter shows this: that the existence of either having or not 
having the death penalty doesn't make any differene(~ :Ln homici,de. 
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It doesn I t make any dHfe!'elnce even if you throw in a lot of 
variables. The imposit:i.on and execution of. the death penal ty 
at the rate which we do it, which is a very, very low rate, has 
no effect. Now the question is what would h<lpp<:.m. it we upped 
the rate of execution. I don't know because no one has tried 
that and that would answer the question. So it doesn't say 
that reward and punishment don't work; it does say that having 
the death penalty and imposing it at the low rate we do has 
very little effect. Now we do have the data on deterrence from 
penalties less than the death penalty, such as life :i.mprisonment 
or some long prison term that does have en effect on homicide. 
T.hat is, the certainty of it not the length of :Lt, although 
there is some marginal effect of the length. Hy reading of the 
deterrence literature is that the most important vatifible is the 
risk of getting caught and something being done, almost regard
less of what that. something is. If there is a high risk of 
being caught and punished, then it has some impact, but just 
the severity of it: doesn't seem to have much effect . 

Comment: But don't you think it's a combination of both? 

'Response: It is, but I'm trying to put them in order. I think we 
can go beyond saying it's a i:i,tUe. bit of both. an.d put them :tn 
order, s~ying the most important is certainty and next after 
that is severity. It ma~T be swiftness, but we don't know yet. 

Question: I'd like to comment on the question of organized crime. 
I think everyone thinks it's overly complicated. After all, 
organized crime only exists in certain kinds of crimes. I think 
we spend too much time. trying to trace down the connec tion be
tween various car tails and kLnds of automobiles they drive, and 
the whiskey they drink. It's a total waste of intelligence 
tather than nailing the people who keep them :i,nbusiness. Is 
that a reasonable assumption to make? 

Response: You say, if you spend your time nailing the people, you 
mean the consumet, the people who buy the drugs . 

Commettt! I think tha.t the top pE~ople that you're always trying to 
identify and jatl as conspirators are the ones so far removed 
from the actual crime itself and you're wasting ci lot. of time 
attempting to alctually make the case . 

Response: I don't think that there is any question that if you can 
dry up the source of income then they1l1 get out of the racket. 
But 1 think the further question now is how to do that. Are you 
saying that you can do that by cracking down on the people who 
are the consumers? 
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Response: What about the people who are buying the tickets? 

CO/TImernt: If that's one of means of stopping it~ then Vle'll take them 
all too, but primarily the seller. 

Response: What about legalization of those~ For instance, during 
prohibition days when the rackets got involved in liquor, legal
ization of liquor virtually drove them out of bUSiness. Now you 
mention prostitution and gambling. Well) you coule! legalize 
prostitution and gambling with controls. A person who gambles 
is going to gamble if it's legal or illegal. And there I s a vas t 
majority of a segment of our country that. sees nothing morally 
wrong with gambling. And gambling seems in legislation to be a 
mora] issue, as well as prostitution, and so With control of 
organized ~rimes and those people who profit oft them. 

Comment: I'd like to say my personal opinion is that for organized 
crirn1l1 activities such as gambling and prostitution, the problem 
with legalization is that I'm not so sure the governmental 
leaders wouldn't become the same element, play the same role as 
organ:tzeci c:r."iminals, making it a state function, and tend to get 
involved and corrupt themselves. The question is, who is getting 
the profits? 

Response: What we have here are two questions. One is wha,t do you 
do about or'ganized crime and the other is what are the conse
quences o.E whatever you do about it, and I think there are conse
quences in whatever action you take. If you take the action of 
cracking down on the sellers and the consumers, then you're 
gOing to have the same sort of thing that prevailed for so many 
years, and! think still prevails to some extent in law enforce
ment, where all your police time is taken up hassling street 
addicts without really drying lip the sources anyhow. You just 
run them in one side and ant the other of the institutions. 
That's one of the unintended consE~quences. If you take the 
action of legalization, then you have the unintended consequence 
of the effect on people who are now in charge of maintaining 
those activities, whether it be government officials or private 
parties, whether they will do the same thing that organized 
criminals have done. What do you do then about the issue you 
raised? This is an area we don't know much about. We need some 
good research and good demonstration projects, but nOne of the 
consequences I can see would be as harmful to society as the 
existence of organized crime. You talk about corruption among 
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the officials - probably the single la'rgest source of corruption 
ofgove17nment officials is through organized crime. They are 
the ones now who have the po,\qe.r to do that. You talk about what 
will happen if private parties take over gambling that is now 
legalized and they too engage in things. They at least won't 
kill the witnesses against them, rub out their competition in 
the way organized crime does. 1'0 me, that I s one of the very 
crucial differences of orgallized crime .)),nd simply sociC11ly 
organized crime. Today they have their enforcement armies and 
if you have any witnes,Bes against them, you have any evidence, 
you have customers that arenlt behaving right and competitors, 
what's the method? You rub them out. At; least legalization 
might get rid of that one source of homicide. But again, if 
you're going to plan in one direction or .the other, if you're 
going to plan for legalization or if you're going to'plan for 
clamping down on law enforcement, then I think you have to 
examine very carefully what your assumptions are about what 
organized crime is, how it's set up, how it is organized, and 
how it ope.rates internally. We don't know that much about it 
yet. 

Comment: 11m involved in the Florida LEA Program and I think the 
greatest position of the program in Florida currently is the 
fact that we're too concerned with trying to fund the program 
that is half successful or to some degree successful. We 
hesitate to attempt to try to use some of the funds that are 
available in the LEA Program and try to devise and determine 
tests and develop additional means to cope with the situation. 
If it works great, bu't over the past four years, fOl: example, 
after the first year's funding, and even at the end of the 
second year's funding, we still hadn't succeeded in starting a 
demand project that remained active to a degree that they could 
be evaluated and the same thing occurred up through 1971. So 
in 1971 and 1972 in preparation of additional plans '11e were 
still trying to find out how effective the 1969 activities were. 
There is no fourth channel where we can seriously measure the 
effectiveness of the expenditures and funds up to any point. 

Response: Have you in your position with LEA had a chance to look 
at the records and data taken from these various projects? 

Comment: ~~ell, in the first place most of the projects are not 
.written up so that they can be properly measured and evaluated. 
We found less than 5% were written up in a way that could be 
intelligently reported. A county district in the panhanclll? 
with 55 local agendes, is having this problem with theh' social 
workers .- unintelligible reports. They are unwilling once theit 
programbeg:i.ns to go to the local government and say, "We are 
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going to be able to get $50,000 to test this program over the 
years, we will expect that if this is successful, next yeAr 
you will pick up 50% of it. So we are looking at third and 
fourth year requests for continued funding. There have been 
nO innovative changes in the program, it is the same program, 
yet it is getting bigger all the time, more people, more 
clients. What j.n effect is happening, is that we find ourselves 
packing more money :i.nto more and more programs, without an 
honest appraisal of just how effective these programs are. r 
hope that we will see this change radically. 

Response: How does that compare with experiences of others'? It 
seems to me that the only time the funds for a given program are 
lessened, is when the program is really successful. It seems 
that local governments are discouraged from making their 'pro
grams successful, and for. that reason, they are still able to 
receive support. 

Comment: r don't think we should lessen the funds going to a program 
wheu it is proving to be effective. Just because we fUnded it 
last year) ~ve should not say that the money is not available to 
continue the program on a local basis for the next year, when 
the money is available and the program should be continued. 

Response: On what is theformntion of these programs based? Say you 
have a drug problem in the community, and this can be traced to 
the homelife, social standing, etc. So we say we are going to 
stan: a program which attacks both those problems. Are those 
assumptions that are made, and are those assumptions checked out 
and evaluated before we ever start a program? How often in your 
experience are those assumptions carefully looked at to determine 
which of them are true and which of them we don't know much 
about before the program gets started, let alone checking on the 
program after it gets gOing and seeing if it is really working? 
How often does that happen? 

Comment: There are very few programs that work as successfully as 
hoped. As for the checks on assumptions before the programs are 
begun - this is usually pretty camplete as far as such things 
can be checked out. The comment has been made that regardless 
of what we do there is about a 50% failure. This raised the 
question' in my mind af how much we should contin1)e to. fund pro
grams that obviously have a predictable failure rate of 50%. 
When yaulook at the drug problems, like Lexingtan, Kentucky, I 
uoders tand their failure ra te is 96-97%. It makes Ine wandel; if 
rather than continue to fund these situations with this failure 
r.ate, we shouldn't. avert a large percentage of these funds into. 
other programs and see if we can do. better. 
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RCBpot'UH': OtW thing 1 think we should consider is no t wllt'tIH'1" Lhe!H' 
programs work or not, but why they do or don It. Because Lf Wl.~ 
can find out why certain programs work and othet's don't, then 
p€lrhaps the failut'e. rate can be lessened. You asked a question 
about the behavior modificatiol'l program. My reading of what 
they have done. is that the reason tha t they work while they are 
in the inst:l.tution is that the contingencies are operating. 
'fbey have got controls) they can make various rewards contingent 
upon the pr.oper behavior and take the tewards away when they are 
no t engaging in what i.s considered proper behav:i.ol~. But there 
is no plan within those programs for tty:l.ng to carry those 
contingencies over into the community and to tty to umke them 
as natural as possible. An :i:nstitution is an ut),natural env:l.ron
ment, so if, for instance in this National training ,School 
Program in D.C. with the delinquent boys, they sit them at a 
desk, and if they sit at the desk with a book for half an hour, 
they get to go and play pool for 15 minutes, or they get some' 
other type of reward. In a Ufltural environment, like in school; 
if a kid does good work, the teacher doesn't say O.K. you have 
done good work, now you can go to the pool hall, shoo gives them 
an A at B. Therefore, nly reading of the program is that they 
do no t make those very na tura1 kinds of contillgenc:Les that would 
carryover. We have to look at the var:l.ous programs and see why 
they dontt work and be sure that we do not rebuild back into the 
programs those areas that did not work. I think the same thing 
would go for the Methadone Maint~nance Program. We know some of 
the reasons those programs haven I' i' done much good, one of them 
being that the program is not being very carefullY controlled. 
So you are right! It is much harder to plan if your knowledge 
says here is what we don't know, rather than what we do know, 
but I think we could still use that as a baSe for trying to 
find out why it doean I t work. 

Question: What is your opinion as to why Criminology has not <1dvanced 
further :1.n terms of ide,nt:l.fying things that we do know? 

Response: Wall, why aren't we determining more about the long list of 
things you say \lie don't know? I think there are a number of 
reasons. One is thRt if iou speed up the time between the 
commission of the nct and the time something happens to them for 
that act, the problem is that criminologists cat)' t go into the 
courts and say speed that 'time up. It has to be done. An 
individual has to be tried. For instance, a woman was released 
on a homicide charge recently because they didn l't get her to 
trial soon enough. Nhen the courts start doing that sort of 
thing, we can then test the effect. You just can I t go out and 
order it to be done, you have to test it. If you look at the 
other side of the coin, pretrial intervention is slowing the 
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progrt'HR (II nt!H:l" \'IIS(,S I r! rst n[ft.'t1th'I'H l'BPN' In lly. 
they go to tri£\l they hnve someone soC? them to try to 
\.,rhe.t their pt"oblem is and make an effort to solve it, 
actually stops criminal justice. . 

Bcfol'L' 
find out 
and this 

COll\ment~ All. right, th~lt is a fil,st offender. But when you are 
talking about armed robbery, you are usually talking about a 
person Who has committed a number of crimes up to that point 
and has nothing to lose and needs resourceS to defend himself 
with. So these are actually two different problems. 

Rt~sPQnse: r think the basic question is if you pass a statute that 
shortens the period of time, what assumptions are you making? 
Are you Ilssuming tha t dOing that will cut down on cri.me'? The 
flnswor is Ilia don't know. WeIll why don't we know? The answer. 
/s (t htlHo't been trl{~d. 'l'hlHlhlng! WHH tJllk:lns Hbout be.forc.H 
Mttybe the.t:t1 8hcllllcl b(· Homo Bort or r{~wnrd for th{HH.\ \)( IHl who 
do not commlt cdmtHq maybe wt.~ should g()t some typo or subsidy 
or something for keeping our noses clean. But we Btill don't 
know, because it hasn't been tried • 

Cotnment:~ That is an interesting point. I \.,£1.$ thi.nking that maybe 
we are crE!ating a narcotics market because we have vast sums of 
money now to buy narc.o tics so we can make arres ts • I have never 
l<.nown in t:he his tory of Florida - and I havsbeen in law enforce
n1ent fot (,wer 23 years - where we have had. any influ:x of 
narcotics coming from the state of Missouri, and all of a sudden 
we had a commissioner here from Missouri who had contacts in 
Missouri and through some dealings with criminal elements ar
ranged to have some n(n-coticspurchased. So :theyflew a bunch 
into the Jocksanvllle Airpor~ and they bought them Bnd arrested 
tllcHe people. Actually, 'tn my opinion in thl,g Mae. what; they 
dId was create, 11 mBtk(>t. So I'm Mt 80 sure (:hllt when you talk 
nb(JUt using money to ent1.()e people not to commit cdmes you are 
probably creating amark<?t for crime already. 

Response: I wasn't making a serious proposal; I was using it as an 
instance of why things are 8t'i11 uncertain. Al:lytime you do 
something like that, you have to be a)V'are of the consequences, 
other than the conseq1.lences you desired. What would be the 
consequences, for instance~ i~ you legalized all narcotics and 
lifted all controls? What would happen to the use of those 
drugs? Hell, I th'ink one consequence would be that the use of 
drugs would go up. The question is) are you wining to live 
with that. Butt we really don't know what would happen until 
it is tried. 

\, 
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Qu(\stion; 1~hen you're saying that any change in criminal justice :ts 
going to affect all of us? 

Response: That is right • 

Question: 1£ you speed up the time bet~"een arrest and tr:!.al, th<:m. 
you are going to have more people going to jail in a shorter 
amount of t:tme. Before you speed up the system when the l."ehabil
it~ttion system tfl not: wllA.t it's supposed to be; but is less thlln 
1t is supposcd co bo, donlt you nead to anticipnt0 the reaultH? 

R(~sponSIi! ~ I think you hcrve to be aware of it. In the group thu tWHH 

in here right before you came in, one of the persons was talking 
about a progl."am for jailS ror misdemeanants where they had a 
group that they brought into a facility where they worke.dwith 
them in a discussion setting, and oLlr discussion was how e:ffecive 
the program was - \I/'as it a selected population, yes it was a 
selected popul.ation - was it matched 'With a control group, no 
it wasn't - was it random assignment, no it wasn t t. How do you 
know it was an effect:lve and successful program if all you lmow 
is that you have 30 people and you have some cases that you 
think yC)U can say are sLlc(~est~ful caSeS. Someone said, how about 
a control group) assigning some to this program and some to a 
control group. Well, then yo~ are denying some of them if you 
don't put them in this group where they get the good treatment. 
Then th~~re is a110ther difficulty abollt gaining knowledge about 
what wo!rks and what doesn I t work. Every time you set up a good 
program, someone i.e go:f.ng to say, "! don't want to deny anyone 
this good treatment," even though he doesn't l<.nm'l it f s good 
treatment yet,"so I'm going to put him in the treatment group," 
and then you wind up liot makitig any conclusions about it. There 
is another reason why we don't know any more about what works 
and what doesn't work and that is, as you found out w'ith the LEA 
program, people don't evaluate the programs. They don't let you 
know. If they do get evaluated it is usually by someone outE!ide, 
who finds out that they don t t work "e1'y well. So maybe that is 
why we have all this knowl·edge about what doeen' t work. 

We just have a few more minutes. What are some of the other arl·H18 

thdt you are involved in, and what are some of the assumptions you Ul'e 

making about the causative nature of cdme and delinquency. Is thQ,re 
anyone here in the area or planning for corrections, either local 
corrections or state correotio1.'\$? What kinds of progrums are you 
involved in now in planning and corrections? 

Comment: ! 1m from }"lorida and we ate facing the basic iSsue tha t las t 
year's legislature authorized some 48 .to SO million dollars for 
construction of prisons and institutions to house the. criminally 
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insane. Since th€1 change in departmental leadership of HRS 
it is now a matter of do we need new pr:Lsons or not. Is 
inc~lrceration an appropriate plan for adult corrections? Then 
there is the other basic issue of fragmented adUlt corrections, 
since we have separate programs for the Parole and Probation 
COlllITliSsionanCl a :DiVision of Corrections, which are now separate. 
Should there be a consolidation of t~ese services? There are 
two basic assumptions - one the necessity of large prisons 
operating under a .consolidated system and the other the need for 
an independent parole board. Until those assumptions are decided 
upon by the existing leadership and the politicai mood of the 
state, whichever vlBy that goes will decide pretty much how our 
plan goes. 

Comment: What if you start with an assumption like' this, and I think 
you could test it out. What if you start with this assumpt:i.on: 
that only a small fraction of the current proportion of the 
population that is incarcerated needs to be incarcerated for the 
protection of society at a given time. We know that thet-eate 
certain members of the popUlation for whom the only way you are 
going to keep them from injuring other people and connnitting 
crimes is to incapacitate them at the time. Let's take the 
assumption that that is a much smaller proportion than what it 
now is and plan only one institution instead of a series of 
institutions and aS8ume that there ar~ other people that you don't 
have to do anything with. I think that· one of the major problems 
that we face in the planning process is that the people involved 
in planning may satisfy themselves, educate themselves or dis
cover facts that they think are sufficient to pass judgment on. 
Then you get into this problem of trying to conVince other 
people. The first problem is that we have local councils that we 
have to convin.ce and they are not convincable sometimes and if 
they are it iSI for a lIrubber stamping" effect and When it goes to 
the state leVE!l we run into the same thing. It goes to a super
visory board ~vho are Well-meaning individuals but they rarely 
even take the time to read what is on the agenda. Then finally 
when you have discussed these problems with the legislature it 
is doubtful that you could even find a handful of people Who are 
interested enough in trying to educate themselves as to the 
facts at hand. Personally, I think that even though you may find 
common peopl(i!, you might find the kind of facts that you need 
and report the planning, I'm not so sure that after that it 
isn't a PRproblem. 
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Comment: GOing back to the capital punishment issue., there is also 
a problem of statistical interpietation. Theqapital punishment 
studies do not allow us to conclude that capHal punishment does 
not deter; 'We can only say that the studies haven't disproved 
that it doesn't deter. 

Response: Yes, that's true. Itjs the sta,tiatical problem of Type r:t 
error. 
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The Social and Economic Climate for 
Criminal Justice Planning in the 170 1 s 

Joan G. Haworth)~ 

ABSTRACT 

Economically, criminal justice planning is 
faced with several difficulties. First, as a 
servj.ce industry, criminal justice is labor
inten81ve, and is unlikely to demonstrate the 
kinds of productivity increases which would 
justify increa~aing budgets. Second, migration 
from cities to suburbs reduces the resources 
available to provide serVices f01: those in the 
city who cannot affortto pay for them. Finally, 
most social services are dependent on state and 
local revenues, but taxes are structured in such 
a way that these revenues are less responsive to 
economic growth than federal revenues are . 

What I have been asked to talk about today is the social and 
economic climate for criminal justice planning in the '70's. It seems 
to me that the greatest concern of most people in planning is whether 
there are going to be any funds available, and if so what are their 
constraints going to be, .and where are the funds going to come from. 
I would like to make at least two points. The first point is that 
criminal justice planners have the same kind of problems with respect 
to what I am going to call productivity, that education has, and 
~~elfare programs and health maintenance programs. Criminal justice 
is a type of an industry that has sporadic changes in productivity • 
That is) somebody suddenly sees that you can use a computer to 
process a lot more cases. Then the computer once installed for that 
particular application doesn't show any more productivity increases, 
it doesn't continually speed up at a nice rate. It just makes a nice 
big jump. It speeds up your productivity that yOUl:" particular 
service provides. Now other industries are not all this way. Some 
industries are technologically active - and what economists mean by 

*Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Florida State 
University. 
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that is by changing the ratio between labor and capital in a partic
ular company, you can increase your productivity. You CBn, for 
example, hire one man to dig a ditch, or you can hire ten men to dig 
a ditt~h and get it done faster. That is increasing your labor 
supply. You can, on the other hand, substitute a power shovel and 
get that ditch done much faster, but it takes a lot of capital and 
only one input of labor. Now if you can make this substitution be
tween capital and labor you can show great productivity increases 
and they seem to be regular. The point is that there are some 
technological changes that affect productivity~ and you can find 
yours01f producing more each year than you did the year before because 
of theRe capl:tal-]n.bot' substitutions. And sometimes because or: 
('cOnOmieB of scale you have a power shovel and YO\1 need it to dig a 
ditch; fine, it does the job. Now you find, in fact, with that same 
power shovel you can dig 10 ditches. Now these technologically 
active industries are the ones that Bre really a problem for non
technologically industries, like you all; because when each year the 
demands for increases in funds, paid wages, for example, occur, they 
can pay for their increases in wages by their increases in productivity. 
An industry like criminal justice or rehabilitation of the criminal, 
that kind of thing, does not have these kinds of innovations and its 
costs go up each year because there is nothing to help absorb some of 
that increased cost - there ate no technological advantages. The 
reason is because it is so labor intensive in a service oriented 
industry. What is really important is the person themselves - the 
polieeman on a beat. There is no substitute for a policeman on a beat. 
The judge has to heat the case; there is no substitute for a judge. 
He has to hear the case and his case load just gets bigger and bigger. 
As a consequence you are going to find yourselves, as you have in the 
past, I think with no change as I see it, in the forseeable future, 
having to constantly increase costs and constantly having to ask for 
mOl'S and more in terms of budgets. In my mind this is a very depress
ing picture, because not only do your costs increase yearly. one of 
the reasons they increase is that you have more people to serve. 
Another reason your costs go up is because the technologically inno
vative types of industries that have productivity changes, their costs 
ar,~ going up and when their costs· go up, everybody else \.,ants a wa'ge 
increase too. It doesn't seem fair to pay a teacher less than you pay 
a di.tch digger; but if someone who handles the ditch digging has 
sho~vn productivity increases, then he is therefo're worth more~ wherens 
that teacher has not shown productivity increases and it is therefore 
a one-on-one thing and the best you can do is make the classroom hold 
mo!'!]:' students) which isn't wha t"we call a good thing usually, Then 
you are asking the public to pay more to the teachers even though their 
productivity has not increased. They have to. You know the cost of 
living increases are there, they have to live. It is going to be a 
bitter pill to swallow for the public. Not only city sizes go up, 
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tlwtefort:. UlOrB demand for your. services, but also your wages and 
other labor costs are gOing up, and there is very little offsetting 
prod\1ctiv:Lty change. People work harder. as a c.onsequence of this. 
1\ patr.olman on a beat no longer hns just a single bMt, he has a 
whole lot of pnper work to do in thernornings, then he goes out on 
his beat, and when he comes bac.k he h&s a whole lot of paper work to 
do. We are asking him in tact: to produce more, to increase his 
productivity, so that we can justify incre~sing his salary. But, as 
you know, there are limits to the amount of productivity that one 
can increase that way. You can't ask him to take two beats; and yet, 
you have got to have someone there. You can't ask a judge to in
crease his case load indefinitely; at so~e point he has got to say, 
lILookt you have alt'cady given me so many. that 1 will not reach the 
(~t1d of it by the end of my life. It So you have got to stop. 

Then in addition to that bad picture in terms of increasing your 
costs~ there is a problem of what r'd call "accumulative urban decay" 
some of this is a thing that William BaUluol at Princeton has talked 
about, the problem of labor intensive industry, like we have. The 
problem of urban decay is that in the flight to the suburbs where 
people feel that the:lr social services will be bette1: satisfied, and 
their environmental cHmate will be better, when they flee they take 
with them theirresoutces. They leave behind the people who need at 
least as many social servic.es, and probably more, than the ones who 
fled, but they can't afford to pay fat them. They don't have the 
resources available - like the elderly people, the poor. Those axe 
the ones who are left a.nd \"'ho need the services the most, but can't 
pay for them; and out to the suburbs go the other people. As soon as 
I1nyo1'te in the city center gets any money together, they move out 
taking their resourceS with them, so that is why we think of it as an 
accumulative process - it just gets worSe and worse. 

This is a proc.ess of economic. growth that puts services like 
cl'iminal justice and education in a very sad }:csHion. And I think it 
means to me, if r. were a planner, that we have to !acognize that 
there are going to be some tough years ahead in terms of asking for, 
funds, and this is why,. Economically speaking, you knotl7> it is just 
gOing to be hard to gel: ,funds fot' this kind of service industry; and 
education is gearing itself up for it. You see a lot of headlines 
that the number of students is declining and we are going to have to 
do something about this. In effect what they are saying is chat we 
now recognize that the cost for our industry is going up and continuing 
to go up, but we are Mt showing any changes in product:I.vity. 

I think economics has something to offer in terms of its analysis 
l:1nd it can tell you what is going on and whether the political machinery 
will be able to be pulled together to make changes that need to be made. 
For example, we know that not only doE'S economic growth show this killd 
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ufunbalanced growth between the two different industries. I don't 
m~'l1n tt) t.ndicl!lte that every indust:ry can be either classifj.ed as (}11e 
or tln.' other~ but tht, service sectors are more inclined to be i,11 
chat labor intensive, cost increasing cycle than the others. But, 
itt; tiw I:Hlln(~ lime, economic growth 1.8 occu:r.·ring in the United States. 

Wu arc improving by productivity changes at 2% B year to our 
gro}ow national produet. We know thaI: resources are increasing, 
wilt('h lllW.ltll:l) ror planners) that there aref\tnds around. Thet-e are 
,~)ing to be more funds next year than therm are this year in terms of 
real funds, real money, because we are increasing our productivity. 
\-1/" do GC:W some teal growth coming up) and we knovr .eha t :t t is going to 
pont.:tnuEl, ot,' we suspect that it is goil1g to continue. 

\ve do not anticipate anyth;i.L1g happening to the economy that would 
not aLlow :It to continue, but the question is how is the economic 
growth ilitting out" l"eSClurcGS. What is :tt going to do to our revenue? 
Wlwt happ,,'ns is that not every rev~:nue is sensitive to economic gtowtll. 
J::t'llnomil! gnhll'Lh has its greatest impact on income taxes - they arEa 
vC'ry sensitive to economic" growth. So the federal governme.nt geu a 
lot or response and increased revenue when we see this economic growth. 
'1'lw fc'.der'.ll government gets more and more revenue coming into it. On 
(hp 0 ther hand, \~e have property taxes) sales taxes and ex(!ise taxtls. 
To some extent, sah~s taxes are slightly sensitive to growth. If you 
Ilnve more money to spend, it is possible that you will opend more and 
t lwn,forn hewe more sales taxes. Sales taxes are sen!~itive to growth, 
htlt: they are more likely to :f.ncrease due t.o population increases, just 
by mor.'t'! people be,ing thc;!re spending money, than they are by changes in 
product.ivHy, more real products being generated. Property taxes are 
$unsitive to growth only in thl? sense that as land values get higher 
bec.ause. more population enters the city, tax bills are going to be 
higher. Unfortunately, that tax bill is not at all related to the 
incontt,s of the people that are seeing their incomes go up. It doesn't 
matter whE'.lher. you happen to be in an industry whose income is mov:tng 
right [llong with thC\ rast of the economy or wh!-:'!t;her you are a person 
whose ineomu is f,ix£.~d, your property tax bill is still based on wlwt 
Ihlpp~'ns to the value of your land whUe the population is moving intI) 
that city, and hence) you see a huge tax bill; and this is especially 
hard on poople with fixed incomes. In addition to that, the propetty 
tax !wffers from another teal problem and it is a once a year thi.ng. 
Peopl(~ sti 11 suffer fromwha t we in e.conomics ca11 "money illusions." 
You still think that if: you have more money in your pocket than YOl.! 
hau last week you are better off1 even though in the back of your 
mind is the nagging thought that: you have to pay more fot' everything 
you stll1 suspect that it will all come out in the end and you have 
got more money to spend. What you would really like to k.now is how 
many. more products you can get. That is tOUi:lh to measu.re because 
people- say that since they have got more money they are better off. 
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~~'l ~;U[ fl'!',lng nom 1l10TlE.lY l,l1usiort 1 :tf they ge.t an increase' il1 tncoIUl' j 

tiwy lmmv ;1 ('(n'tnin pet'rencngc of: it goes out fOt: ta.:.lWS, and tlwy 
lust wr;!tl;: that off> <lUti ~,t gO(l.S out kind of painlessly and they 

lWVl.'l· Ht·~.\ it. Sales tIlX('S;, they just know that they have to buy 
r hhlW~. Thr.::!Y buy more things because they a.r.e weal.thie:r, and \vherl 
t he-v buy Hd ngs thoy pay sales talCe!:l; and l:ha t goes out; in dr:lbb 1,~1"l 
{mel is f:11r1y pn:i.llh:Bs. The pr.oper.ty taxes are not painlesf~ - they 
eOllH~ 'J.1; om.\ big bUl. If. my property taxes this year were $300, and 
tlw b 1l.'. COll\(iS ruaxt: year and it is $900 J I know it increased, clUe! 1: 
!wy my inCOllh:~ dtdn' t: in.ere~lse three times; and the.refore, there is 
sotnc\l'h1.ng wrong ~.,ith the property tax and that :ts one of the major 
problettlH th£1t utate antI loclll agen.cies have, because the state and 
l(l~',ll, ag,'ncies ur:e the (mes i~ho are gett:J.ng~ for the most part, the 
cwVw t<lJtl'S, !?Ac'lse tax(.;s and property tuxes. It is the fedcral 
gov('rnmtmt,. thl.11' is gettin.g the tax that is most sensitive to grow'th 
nut! m(l~.;t abh\ to realize benefits from this increased productivity 
tha t we (ire go t ting . 

Tlw,l'f:'for(!, tlw situation is really that we are demanding 'more 
Ill' mn" ~w.rvices, those arc very lilbof.' intf:ms:tve and their cost~ a1'(\ 
in{'n\<\~d.rlg 8w~di1y und are going to .increase steadily. And at thH 
Bam0 tilll(!, the rt;wenues available in the traditional manner, the 
prop,:>tty tmc r.~~vemlCS fot instan..!E!, are just not going to support thi.tt 
idnd of :Jl'rvJ(H,~ :Increases. It is nol: going to take very long ut all, 
1 f It h~Hlt1 f t alrcady happened for a. lot of YOU t that you are going to 
hav£.' to Bay no. The best that we can do is maintain the sel"viees that 
we lIla.tt1tniw~d last year; ~ve can'I: even maintain the program that we 
8 tart;~~r.I this year - because we are just not getting the increased 
l'l~V('nu\~s th::tt \l1e need. To put the poi:nt in a slightly different Ylmy, 
('\010- thl rds of our tax revenue go to thlB fadel."al government JI und t.wo
tlri.l'ds of !.:he servi cas provided by govr=rltment, excluding defense and 
BudaI fje(~llri.ty~ ,).re provided by state and local. government ... and that 
ia Wll~r& th~ problem is. 

'!'IH~ oth(~r p~)int to make economically speaking is that! which is 
n really hard qUe8 I:ion for planners, h()w do we cotwince the people 
who i:1i't~ prov:Lding us with funds that WEl have got a product that i.s 
going to he'Ll' not jllHt th:ts local community but the whole country. If 
you reduce ('rime in a local area, you have. still reduced crime. You 
:in effe~~t: helped the whole. country. n you Elducate some people, you 
hav{~ tn effect helped the entire country improve. l 'hat external 
hmlcflf.) benefit: extel:nal to whoever b actually paying for H, :isn't 
something that fumlers are will:1.ng to a.ccept. ltt1e.y do not like paying 
for someone else's benefit - and so they argue about that. Just like 
an indmn.:r.y doesu't want to pay for the pollution that comes out its 
S[JIOk0St,':l.clc. It doesn't bother their production, so it is tough to 
haV0 to pay for it. 
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DISCUSSION 

Question: What do you use as a measure for the proc!uetivlty of thl\ 
criminal justice system? 

Response: That is a question that T woul~ like to get some input 
from YOll people on. We started thinking about this afCtH' I tv;::W 
asked to work on this particular topic for you. I find that 
hard because if you say it's a decrease in the crime rate, one 
fast. way to decrease the crime rate is not to report the crimes. 
If 1. were a policeman on the beat I could very easily show 
statistics to show that our crime rate had reduced. Maybe on 
the other hand, you could say that it is an increase in the 
crime rate. If there are more people out there reporting what 
is actually gOing on, that would show an increase. I don't 
know how to measure productivity in this field. Maybe it should 
be H smoothly f1ow:i.ng system, where no one suffers interminable 
delay at anyone point once. they encounter the system; once 
somebody gets arrested, for instance~ maybe prodtletivi ty is 
measured by whether or not there are great log~jams \I/here they 
get hung up and can! t get out .without Some inequitable ar.range
ment. I think thrJ'lt is a really tough question. Maybe what it 
i.s is a one on one relationship, whether you have any impaet on 
fln :tndivtduaL If you can measure that impact yourself, the 
POliceman, people on hi.s beat, then you can say that is produc
tivi ty. There is a friendly feeling in that ne'ighborhood When 
I walk down the street, and a year ago when I walked down that 
street) r walked down the middle of the street; and you have got: 
to call that an improvement. I think YOlt would want to call 
t:Jwt some kInd of product:Lvity. People say, trOh, t.Ill' policernc:'U 
n"" doing II good Job," but whether they are really w1.l1i.ng to 
('ill I that produrtfvity and PElY for it, depends a lot: IJn the 
cornmull l ty . 

Comment: 1 spent a whole graduate sem:I.nar on productivity and we 
ca.me up with nothing because if: all boils down to increasing 
your arrests. 

Response: .r wonder if it Would be possible to use just the number 
of people within the criminal justice process. X hate the word 
system because I don't think it as a system. Could that be some
thing? You do try to get them through as quickly as possible and 

. you do try to keep them OLlt. Could that be a meaningful CQU'ut, 

the people in it? Wha t vlo1.l1d you want to do, increase tha.t 
count or decrease it? 
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LOJllmen t: DCl:rease it. The fewer people involved in the criminal 
jusl:ke process) the better would be your product:!.vity. 

Response: I would thi.nk that you mtght have the problem that, I 
can accomplish that by just cutting the police force in half 
and then they C8,n It arres t as many people and then there areu' t 
as mnny people in the system, 

COlllment: About the only thing that you can really do in looking for an 
increase at' decrease in actual crimes, 110t using arrest data, 
would be to do what they did in Flint, Michigan, and have an 
extensi.ve. self-reporting system and measure the fluctuations 
in that system over a period of years. It would be ,like "how 
many crimes did you commit this year, and what types of crimes, 
were you caught or not,rt or something like chat. It would give 
you a better picture. 

Response: In a sense, you are thinking of productivity as efficiency 
there, aren't you? That is, you Bre saying, if via the self
reporting system you find that most or them were caught, 
criminal justice system is efficient • 

Comment: No t you \vould be goi1')'g one step further. You would be 
saying that in all reality we had an increase or decrease in 
the rate of crime. 

Commont: What about the other goals in criminal justic.e, for 
instance, rehabilitation? How would you measure productivity 
in that? 

Response: Follotv .... up on the people is the only way to measure that • 

Comment: 'rhere are some real problems in following up because of the 
reporting systems in various states. You don't know when a 
person goes back into the system in another entHy, another city 
for :i.nstance. 

ResponS0: 1 think the reasons these questions of productivity 
Ul('usurement C011\e up is because 'at the recognition that if we 
con't say that we have incteased our productivity t you have a' 
bigge't' prnblem of ob taining resources. I would think that 
criminal justice planners, therefore t really need to work on 
this question of how you are going to measure your productivity. 
In essence you have several goods that you are trying to market, 
and the question is how do you bundle them up attractively. In' 
education, for instance, you try to convince people that having 
a very large class of students is a bad technique. In essence 
you are saying that you are measuring productivity by how much 
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a student learns each yea~; and they figure that on some 
national basis of tests, where their kids are going to college, 
if theyaret or how employable their kids are after they g~1 
out of high school - that kind of measure of how well their 
students are doing. If they have got a measure like that then 
they can say, "See, we can show that students do better when 
we have small classrooms." In education, what they are trying 
to do is to improve employability, improve educatability, 
improve literacy - and they measure these things. If you could 
figure out as planners what it was that you were really trying 
to do, then what we need to do is measure it. 

Comment: Well, that is not the problem. You can measure it, but you 
have nothing to hold it against. If you have no standards, 
measuring it doesn't do a thing. If you were illiterate and now 
you are literate, then you can measure it because you know what 
is attainable, what should be attained by that certain group of 
people. Not so in criminal justice. We just have now the 
barest skeleton of minimum standards, which have just come out 
across the board by a select national commission, and they are 
arbitrary. There are simply no standards against which to 
evaluate your measurements. 

Response: There certainly do need to be standards. There was a time 
in education when there were no set standards. The definition 
of literacy is something that came from Charlie Namls work at 
the census bureau, who said one is literate if one can, and then 
proceeds with the definition. And we decided that literacy is a 
good goal, therefore, we will measure it according to this 
definition. It is true that you certainly have to establish 
goals, but I would think that you people must write so nlany 
proposals with goals at the head of it that you would be swamped 
with what your goals are. Now are there any that come out in 
every proposal that you write, or most of them? 

Comment: Definitely. 

Response: Then are these the minimum standards. 

Comment: Oh, no; because they are to reduce crime and reduce recidivism, 
or prevent the causes of crime. 

Response: Fine, then you must define it further than that. 

Question: Of course you must, but by how much, what is realistic an9. 
how do you measure it? But what we have all done noW, or IllOSt 
of us, is that we have backed way off and we are dealing with 
performance measures that we can measure that have som~~ small 
amount of meaning • 
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Re,sponse: Not only that, but something that you feel is really 
going to feel progress. 

Comment: Let me give you an example. A certain group said that 
they as a private entity would come in and they Nould reach 
125 offenders in the Hillsbrough County jail system. Somebody 
funded them on that basis, and said well, gee, that is great. 

Response: Reach 1251 

Comment: Yes, reach - whatever that means. So when we went down 
there to evaluate the program, by December 15 they had. only 
reached about 30 or 40 people and they took the firs t .6 months 
to train their staff at our expense; and when they heard we were 
coming, they all of a sudden reached about 185; and therefore 
were more successful than it would look - meaning that we should 
continue ~.,ith another $200,000. But what we found out in that 
grant was that in a new area where Ne had no basis to compare 
their goals, at least in a neN program, don't go for the quali
fiable goa.1s, you try to have them part of the sys tem Nhere the 
constant can be maximized and their minimum gained. If there 
is nothing to compare against, if they s~y 500 or 5,000 it doesn't 
mean anything. Whe'reas, if they had a sys tem Nhere you can see 
that they will be constantly in a day's time maximizing their 
staff work, you can determine the amount of people they can teach 
and the amount of people they did something With, and what 
happened to them later. Their system was more important that'a 
than their goals. We spent about $170,000 before we realized 
that it was not working, but we had no basis then to close it 
down because they went past their stated goal. 

Response: Lack of criteria also makes it difficult to assign prior
ities to each of the fUnctions within the criminal justice field. 
Is the law enforcement capability more important to strengthen 
one year against, say, prevention. If you have no criteria 
within your process, it is very difficult to equate one to one. 

Comment: Not only that, you can't even tell which one is worse off 
even within its own realm. 

Response: That is what I mean. 

QUf;~S tion: I would like to go back to the economic problems that we 
discussed briefly. In considering funding and the flight to 
suburbia, some cities as r udderstand it have tried an :f..ntercity 
income tax to circumvent this vicious circle. Has that really 
avoided the economic dilemma? 
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Response: 1'0 the extent that they were able to place that income 
tax 011. the people tha t were really f:1eeing, it tl/orks, because 
the income tax is so sensl. tive to the number of people and thf~ 
economic growth that you really see an increase in funds. Now 
it works in that it increases funds for that local agencY, 
whether. those funds are then allocated to criminal justicEl'. 
rahter than to welfare programs, that is another question. It: 
definitely works to ta)t an income tax at some local :Level .... :i.t 
might be a state level. Many states have an income tax, or 
some states do, I should. say. It would make better sense to 
allow your state or local income tax to be a ct'edit, so that 
you would not have to pay federal income ta)t on the ino.ome'tnat 
you had already paid out as state income tax. So it makes 
better s~nse in that kind of a system if you decided to go 
income tax oriented,' to include within your income tax system 
the ability to have a federal tax credit as well. But it does 
work. It really does help .in bringing in some extra revenue 
from those people O~lt there who live there at night but use tht! 
t'oads. use the transportation system, live in the city and 
demand that theit' passage be safe whilE? they are in those cities. 
They want to walk down those streets and they want to be saf~~; 
and they just don't understand why that city can't provide them 
with the kind of protect:J.on that they want. 

Que.stion: Has anyone ever been able to determine the share that those 
corporations that thE:!Y work for pay, perhaps even through an 
indirect method like paying their rent on the building, or 
property costs, back to the city? If they don't pay much, then 
it t'iould raise all of our prices because noW we are paying income 
tax which the corporations are not paying, and higher salaries 
and we at'e pay:J.ng the costs of maintaining that corporation in 
a high property value area. 

Response: That is why I suggested that if we do put in a state income 
tax you would have to put in a federal tax credit to alleviate 
somewhat some of the total tax b1.lrden. What: I am suggesting is 
that instead of two .... thirds of the revenue going to the federal 
government and two-thirds of the services bf!dng provided by the 
state and local government, you should redistribute those revenues. 
R.evenue sharing is anbth~r one of these proposals. Here we have. 
this money, very sensitive to growth, coming into the federal 
government, and it is these people back here in our areas that 
need the money. So revenue sharing tends to get it back to tnl11il 
too, or that is the theory behind revenue sharing at least. 
Considering the amount that corporations or businesses pay, 
governments pay no taxes at all. Tallahassee and Wa.shington, 
D. C., ar(\ good e.xamples of places where goverrnment i.s your 1 nrgel'l t; 
indus tr.y and you have a very small ta)t base. Of C:.outSCi\, you Ctlt1 

say that as a result of that maybe we dori't.need the same level 
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of protection since it is not the some kind of city that a city 
with on industrial center would have. But in factthac is not 
what happens. Certain kinds of industries dott't require 
different kinds of protection or different criminal justice 
systems . 

Question: Hhat 1: am talking about is don't those industries poU1~ 
e.nough money into the local economy to' justify the.it' being 
there? Doesn't that pick up a big piece of their load? 

Response: 1: don't think so. t,arge cor.porations do t11e1,r buying out
side. of the city unloss theit wholesaler happens to be :Ln the 
city. Industries, for the most part, are not location oriented. 
except for. sacvice industr:Les like state and local governments. 
Those pump money right into the system, right into the city they 
arB in, because they pay people who live right in that area • 

Question: Office buildings. How is the city going to reap more tax 
benefit by filling that office building full of people to live 
in there than it would by having a giant enterprise in it? I 
8hould think it would be less 1.:0£111 it up w':tth housing unj, ts 
r.ather than commercial un:LtS. 

Response: It' depends on the kinds of tax bases you have got. .t£ the 
local people, :if the local government is f.i11anced pr:i,marily 
through sales taxes and property taxes~ then the property tax 
is going to be the same whether the people are living the'l:'e or 
whether it is an office building - very nearly the same. The 
sales tax is the next question. You are asking me, YOll know, 
~vil1 1,000 people living in that building spend more than a 
large corporation housed in that bu:Llding; and that is very 
much a function of what is in thers, what kind of people. Xf 
I have high income people w:Lth a lot 'Co spend, I'm going to get 
a lot of sales tax revenue. If I have a poor little corpor~ttion 
that counts every pencil, I won't get very much, and v:Lce versa. 
So that is very hard to amllyze. 1: can say, however, tha tmos t 
corporate taxes are not pa:Ld to the state and local governments. 
Florida has a state corporation tax, but most states don't tax 
corporations because in the past they have always bee.n glad to 
have thelll and they certainlY wouldn I t tax them extra for being 
there. So most corporation taxes go to the federal government, 
not the state and local governments. 

Question: Since criminal justice dollars are so hard to come by, 
some correctional officials think that a way to go iH put 
detention facilities in the hands of private indus try, Wou,ld 
you care to comment to that economically? 
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RHsponse: Hell, it hus been done with old age. 'the difficulty ;La 
that the goals of private industry for profit maximization ora 
not the same as the gonls for public welfare. In our minds, 
ct'iminal institut:i.ons are great if they have no one in them 
because there is no one left to put in them because there are 
no criminals. The goal is to maximize rehabiH.tution eHr""('ts) 
to imp'rove the ability of people once they g0.t out to stay out. 
Now, if l: wete a private industt'y housing people who wel~e there 
for criminal taasons> I \vould nei t1;,e'l:' enCOltragl1 them to Leave, 
especially since 1. assume! would be paid for each one of them, 
nor would I encout'oge them to stay out once they got out. It 
would be mote to my advantage to keep them in there. So! 
thit"lk that the gOl;llsof privf;tte enterprise in this CI1SS' are 
too much at adds with the goals of public welfare • 

Comment: Unless you have. a very high supply. tIt'lless your money was 
based on a system where the more you turned out and the better 
rehabU:Ltated they were when turned out, the more you got. Then 
your profit motive would be to turn out rehabilitated offenders. 

Comment: Some reward system could be conceivably built into CJ. privatt'. 
system. 

COll11lWnt: Yes, like the number of offenders you rec!cived from the 
courts would be baaed on the quality of your services. 

RC"sponse: Who t YOll people are telling me "/'Quld be ve'ry hurd to 
nlensure. 

COUlmen t : \ve 11) I jus t wf.\lk around thinking tha t there is no I:h1t1g to 
bCc~ UlNll'lUred. 

Responsu: IC you cnn't set up some good criteria for yourselves und 
Yt111 nre all cooperative, tht'm it may be difficult to set up 
s:lmilul." critel'il'l fol," private enterprise if you really wllnt to 
and up producing your goal. I think that the point about private 
enterprise ill correction.al agencies is that we assume that their 
goal is profit ma.ximization, and that is their only goa1. 

QUElstion: So the problem would be to make this profit: mllxillttzntion 
compatible with our oWn goals? 

Rl'sponse: Not only compatible, but improve your goal. The only \lIny 
to maximize profit would be to achieve your goal. 
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CommCt1t: oe course, you knm\t that Texas lmd an exten~ive system of 
pt'iV&tc profit organ:i.zations operating their juvenile corrections 
quits recently. They are now in the process of closing all those 
down because they were maxim:lzing the:L t: prof:i ts by holding 
H~ople in the tnstitutions and cutting down on overhead. 

Response: Don't you have a mini~system, juvenile system, in the 
foster home program, where you pay somubody to take care of this 
child that you have got to hava some help in caring for and you 
really don't want to institutionalize? I don't feel that this 
has been a great success, but. it iS j to many peoplels th:tnking, 
better than putting them in a giant institution. What is the 
dUffell.lty with that progr.am? 

Comment: There is not enough of it, 

Response: What do you mean by there is not enough of it? Do you 
mean that there are not enough moth0rs and fathers willing to 
take Juvenile offenders? The only way to increase the number of 
fi:1milies willi11g to take the juvenile offenders is to increase 
the economic be.nefit to thertl, wh:l.ch increases its cost . 

Comment: This gets right down to the level that we are .set~ing occur 
at many levels in the criminal justice system of Geol'gta. The 
c:ounty correctional institutions or the county work camps 01" 

whatever you want to call them, are becoming so expensive that 
the counties CIln do it easier and cheaper through automated 
equipment; so they are getting out of it as the state requires 
them to initiate programs for rehabiUtation. It is not econom
ically feasible, so that e~ery time the state requires something 
for betterm~nt of assistance, the more load it puts on the state; 
so they really have a problem in implementing any of their ideas) 
any or thej.,:· pr.ograms at the local level,. ~t is a problem, It's 

a matter of economics. You just cannot' fund a system if you want 
it to improve in a lot of areas. Foster homes is another. There 
are a lot of problems that come with foster kids. 

R~'sPiJnse: On€'. of the questions that occurred -e.o me is; "Is it possible-
that there would be ways to improve productivity in your industry?" 

.Now. of course, W~ have got the problem of how you are going to 
mNlsut(;' H:, but we won I t discuss that anymore. Just suppose thnt 
weteack some way to measure productivity in the various areas. 
Por ins tanee, suppose. that .we say that productivity me.ans things 
went smoother through the criminal justice sJstem, the courts, 
the people were able to go through it fairly smoothly. If you got 
caught or accused, was there a way to get through the system with 
111inimum impact on you where it shouldn't have impact, and max:i.mum 
impact on you where it should have impact? If you weren'i: guilty, 
if you hadn't done it, you got out with minimum impact; 
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if you had done it, you got the maximum effect SQ that you were 
rehabili ta t€',d when the whole thing was over. Are there techno
logical techniques around that would be able to 'improve yout 
capabilities in this area? 

Comment: You are t~lking simply about speeding up the sYfltem without 
jecipardizing quality. 

R0sponse: Well, that is one way to do it, certainly; but 1 don't 
think that would be the only way. What I am really thinking of 
is whether there are 'roles for computers :l,n this st"ea. Do you 
really need 100,000 more judges in each district rather than 
computers? What are the:tonstraints~ what arB the binds.? Is it 
an :information bind - in which case e, computer could probably 
help a lot - or is it a scheduling bind? Hhere are the binds 
Within the system that really tie ·things up? 

Comment! One thing you don't know-; because there wouldn't be that 
bind in the same courts if the. corrections and the police 
functions 'Were n\ot'e~Hiciently operated. By the saOht!. token, 
you just don't know, :~f you halve ever.y police agency, your. 
courts wQuldn't be backlogged. 

, 

Comment: Some states are trying computer trace of offendet's. You 
can find ai11Y offender by just feeding the propel." ....• 

Comment: I think it's his h:i.story; the things about him .• that you can 
find, not where he is • 

. 
Comment: No, Georgia has built into their state plan the capability 

of finding an offender. The person must report every year, 
whether he is on probation, in an institution, or whether he is 
still in court, or where he is from apprehension to termination. 
Whether arnot it 'is going to help or not, I don't know. Some 
statll;'!S are trying this and whether or not it will reaHy be 
beneficial, I don't know. 

Comment : Well, it has to .be. This is called the Offender Based Trans
act:i.onal Statistics, isn't it? When you put it all together 
between the information from various states you will have a basis 
for comparison.-

Response: YOli people as planners i.n the next decade have got to make 
some decisions to fund this thing or another thing, recogn:i.zing 
that the costs for this thing this year is going to be I:t whole 
lot more next year than it was this year, simply because of tht' 
nature of the criminal justice system, not just your system, but 
any labor intensive system. as I have talked about before. How 
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ar0 you going to al1ocal~ these fairly restricted resourcss? 
~1at Griteria do you set up? You know that there are going to 
be some funds available, now how do YOU decide who is going to 
get them? Do you fund those whose productivity-you can measure 
best? 

Comment: We fall into thrlt trap quite often where we give more 
meaning to the servic.es with measured 'productivity. 

'.I 

Response: And then do you go out and 19bby for state and local 
income taxes, because they are more sensitive to population and 
'economic growth and that what causes you all your problems is 
population and economic growth? ." 

Comment: We work for better legislation. 
, 

Response: Then, of course, you have to de£iue that. 
II' 

Comment: Something that will effect SOlUB type of positive change in 
the criminal justice system. 

Response: It might be that it would be wiser for you as lobbyists to 
be concen tra ting on econo:;,ic legis la tion than on criminal Jus tic.a 
legislation, simply becaust::! wha.t you really want is revenues to 
research in areas where you r.eally don't know anything, like what 
our goals ought to be in terIns of a measurable thing, like setting 
up standards. 

Q1Jestion: With question to economic legislation, what are you suggest·· 
ing he1'e? 

Response: tvell, I wouldn't want to be put in the position of saying 
that you should lobby for this or for that, but I'm suggest,ing 
that one thing you need is to lobby for ways to get. that tax money 
out of the federal government and into the statt::! and local hands. 
You need to be very aware of the fact that 2/3 of the revenues are 
collected by the federal government and 2/3 of the services ar.e 
provided by you all . 

Comment: 'The problem is that if \V'e did do that, we would have more 
funds but \\1e still wouldn't know what priority, we still wouldn't 
know where to put them. 

Response: The only alternative, as I see it, is sitting in an ivory 
tower and planning some things that won't ever get funded, 
because we have no money for them. 

Comment: We don't haye plans for our existing funds, so the problem 
is not money . 
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Comment: Identifying where to put the money that you have so it 
can do the best is the problem. 

Response: It is beginning to sound like another good suggestion 
would be to put your money w'here the pr.oductivity can actually 
be measured, where you can actually see the results. Maybe 
you'll div1.de your funds into two piles - a little bit for tlr. 
don't care whether I see any results, just kind of experiment 
with this kind of thing," but a whole lot fot "Let's see some 
results," and productivity increases. Some people call this 
PR work. :r mean you have got to have the showy programs for 
flomeone who will go out so the ta~c-payers won't 'vote you down 
the next time. I dort T,t thirtk it has to be thought of as PR 
work, I don't care whether the t:ax'":'payers ever see 1.1:; but 
there have got to be some kind of results that you can measure. 

Question: 1. would like to speak to the other side of that, because 
I feel that that would be puttiP..g all your money on controlling 
things instead of preventitl:g them. It might be that prevention 
is most important, and that is the Dlost difficult thing to 
measure. To put money into prevention, who is to say to put it 
to where the productivity can be measured? 

Response: I was not saying that we should nece5sarily be bound by 
non-prevention and go to the controlling. 

Comment: Just because that is the easiest to measure. In other words, 
you effect change to the system instead of preventing people from 
coming into the system. 

RE!SpOnse: If we use what has been going on in the past to project 
what is going to happen in the future, if we affect that pro
jection somehow, and decrease it, we have prevented something. 

Comment: I don't have the expenditure or the distribut:i.,on here :f.n 
Florida, but surVeys done in Georgia found LEA funds had been 
available, federal funds that accounted to less than 2% of the 
total criminal justice budget' in the state per annum, so you are 
not going to se,e anything dynamic in the first place. 

Comment: I just heard that the statistic nationally is 3 to 7 percent. 

'" . . -- . 
Question: Mlat do you mean by the criminal justice industry? 

Response: \Vhat I am trying to do is characterize all criminal justice 
planning and criminal justice activities as an industrial sector, 
which has a problem which any industrial sector which is 
service oriented would have, namely, at this point, 
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since it does 110t contaiti technologically act:1.ve thittgs within 
it, that any increased demand for its services has to {'.Offie by 
increased personnel. Labor is very costly to start with, and 
their cost increases "lith the cost of living. That means that; 
not only does the it' absolute cost increase as demand £ot' servic(~s 
increases, but itl addition to that~ their absQlute cost. :l.ncreases 
because. there is a labor. intensity. Now, what I am suggesting is 
that the demand for the ser.vices: is very population oriented. 
Currently the revenue fot' the services is very population orient
ed. Unfortunately, the only way that you c.an cover the demand 
for the services, or the cost for the services, is by getting 
some benefits from economic growth. At1,d! am not seeing them 
occur. You cannot cover yOttl.' increased costs by economic growth 
facitors because you are not getting your funds from those that 
are most affected by economic growth, like income taxe~3. So how' 
are you going to cover your costs? You go to the state and local 
governments and you keep begging them and after a while they are 
going to point out to you that they only have so luany funds and 
they have to allocate them between the health people and the 
hospl.tala, etc., and the transportation people, and they have 
told us ah'eady of the number of miles of road that they have. 
built has increased by half, and they have toid llS already that 
they have had no tt:'affic jams at anyone of these 20 intersections, 
where there have been traffic jams before. So their productivity 
is higher and we will have to give them m()ney. 

Question: Are you saying that if we could show that we have done a 
good job or a good productivity, that we would get additional 
funds based on that alone? 

Response: I am saying that if there is a way to measure productivity 
and then improve that rate~ you are better off. 

Comment: That is very difficult because the ba.sic productivity factor 
is to reduce crime. The criminal justice system exists on crime. 
If we do away wi th crime J we do a,l7ay with it. . 

Response: I don't argue at all with that sta.tement of yours. 

Comment: What you are saying in a sense is that we don't tuind putting 
$6,000 out for a new car each year because we can see it aud see 
what it does) but we g:ripe When crimirdal justice COS ts go up 
because we dontt see any c.hange. 

Response! That is one of the things that is our problem. 

Comment: The same thing is true in criminology, you can put millions 
of dollars into it but. it is hard to put the results on paper and 
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therefore hard to see what you ure getting out of it. You do 
some good, but ther~ is no wny that you can put it on a Bcale 
of how it ra tea . 

R~>spol1se: And what is worse is that not only m.:e you doing SOll)(.~ good, 
but the effects of your good are bdng so sWf.1.nlped by th:Lng~l tl1n t 
are :Lnhe1:'ent in the hlbor intensive system that every Citne you 
point out that we have done this much some other eomm.i.ssionct' or 
sOllieone else is going to saYi !lYe,'1h, but look your bucig<':.'t is thIs 
much higher this year; why do you ne,ed all these many mor(.~ p()oplp; 
iS1:1' t there a 'better way to do this j We don't I::h:1.nk thilt you ar.t~ 
doing your job very efHc:i.ently." 

Comment! I think that that is nut! becHuse in Alabama much. of otll: 
money (LEAA) goes into personnel I and the tnajot'uy of the,se 
proj ee ts are not going to be' able to fund them OUl~e the program 
is ended, and there they are going to lose personn01. 

Rt~sponse! One of the things that people often suggest 'La that; ClnB 

way to improve your situation is to collect more data 80 that 
you renlly know where to c()nc(mtra te your efforts. If Wl"l only 
knew whn t wns ha ppening, maybe we could come up wi th BOnlt' Vt')~y 
effective allocation methods, which would improve our efficiency. 
In order to collect that data, however, generally sppsking, we 
have added duties to the people who are already out Joing some
thing. For instanc.e, consider the patrolman who is out on the 
beat:. Now he doesn't only have the beat that he twd before, but 
now he also has a data collecting requirement~ and that increases 
his productivity because he is producing more in the sense that 
he is now being asked to provide two things. But obviously he 
only has 0 certain amount of hours, and now with this added 
requirement he is now having to work overtime and that is going 
to cost you. So clearlY in a case like that, if you thi.nk data 
is importllnt) wha t yClu do is figure out how to get that data 
without cutting productivity, because what happens is that \\then 
you haVe him collect data and have to pay him overtime pay, you 
are dec.reasing productivity because it costs you more to get 
wha.t you were getting before. One way to do it might be to send 
a patrolman out with a data c.ollector beside him. The data 
collee tor writes up the repons on the right forms, takes do\m 
everything that happens, aud the patrolman patrols. 

Comment: \olhat 1 am saying in effect is that we are not talking about 
trying to increase the effectiveness of current resour~es, we 
are ac tually talking about adding lilOre (m the lIni ts of work 
activity. If we, justify that we needed whatever it \\lllS that: we 
had to begin with to do whatever service we have done, i.t should 
be understandable that t.he added dutie.s of collecting data should 
be an automatic method of legislating a budget for the purpose of 
these kinds of services . 
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Respo,:€se: People gr.-t cold feet <-It cartail"! levl~.;_s. It I S alright to 
bu.d.get $10, oor for thir. kind of acd.vi ty and provide a good 
service. Well, now we say that we need two patrolmen bec.ause 
th," population has inct'eased. Alt'ight t now \'ve bt,dget $20) 000. 
Af;-et' a lihile, perhaps aftor tr'" tenth patrolman, s('tmeWherH 
along the line somebody is going to say, "Wai t a mil1ute, 1,ole 

have got so many pattolme.n Ollt there thRt they shouLd be able 
to ,-,Hocate theit' efforts mot'e efficies,'.c1y.lI What 'i. would 
contend it,; tha';: the data collecting is I:lotwhat 1s bad, unless 
you are collecting da~~ just for the sake of CooUetting data, 
but ~{\:it is :- ·"ally bad is taking a patn~lman who is earning a 
salary for his skills and knowledge and askiV·f' him to put 
numbers on paper which someone at half the s':d.at'y could do. Onr. 
of the complaints that ;: have heard frequently from people in
volved in patrol type jobs is that there is too much pilper t·r':)rk. 
That is the only reason that 1 would suggest that maybe they 
need someone else to take over the paper work and let the patrol
men do the job that we are really paying them for. Someone can 
sit down and take stuff off a dictating machine. I would think 
that the same thing would work in rehabilitation, that the.re are 
certain skills that one has and those skills might not necessarily 
include writing up great reports and collecting large volumes of 
data. It may be that you could pay somebody a lesser amount to 
collect data right along with the guy who is really us1.ng his 
talents to their advantage. 

Comment: If you appear before the legislative committee, and if they 
have been around for any length of time, the usual conmlents are 
that people have been planning and planning and gathering data, 
and all we hear is planning, When are we going to get around to 
really doing something about it. So that is why there is argument 
about if you are going to have to c.ontinue to gather data in ordet' 
to justify something that you have already established as the best 
way to accomplish that particular thing. 

Response: I diehl't mean to imply that my solution to the whole thing 
is collecting data. I agree "lith you, you can waste a lot of 
money collecting data and starting information systems that never 
get off the ground. The federal government has put out over 5 
billion dollars to create what they call the Generalized Infor
matiOn System, and it has never been operable and looking at it 
I would say that it will never be operable. Maybe therefore that 
is not the route to go at all to increase productivity - it's 
just a stab in the dark. What else can we do? I feel that that 
is the real important thing for you to do, because 1 feel that 
people are going to complain over and over that too much of your 
money is being spent on personnel. In fact what they are saying 
is what r was talking about before; they have this feeling that 
costs ar~ going up mqre than they should be. 
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Does anyune have ;.." ,yother comments? Well, let we ask that 
question that I did ask anJ we didn't get a chance to get a response 
to. What happens within your own budgets when you know that your 
population :1..6 increasing from Y0ar to year? For instance, in your 
c.ase yOU have a hudget to pt'esent to the county commissioners and 
y('U know that your popul q tion is at lenst llJ,OOO more than H was last 
yenr, \.~bat happens to you.' fludget? Does it automatically i.ncrease 10% 
if you had a 10% irw'tease in population? Does it increase peroonnel? 
How do all those increases t~ke plar~? 

Comment: 1 assume you are talking about the overa~~ bud.:.;et, because 
you have to be talking 8,hout a substantial change in spme g:i"v~n 
level of activity. Host of the people in the LEA program and 
plcillning are not necessarily looking at the ove.rall budgeted 
activities and the question of how much it must be increased. 
It would be an internal management question, rather than a plan
ning question, 1 think. 

Response: That is true, but suppose. that you as planners all knew 
that the people that you were working with were not adequately 
planning for an incl.;'eased population. Therefore, next year they 
were going to get an awful lot of flak because they could not 
provj.de the services that they had planned to provide. In 
addition to that, you recognize that the problem you are going 
to have is that the only way they know to provide that extra 
set'vice is to add more people, which increases their cost at 
such a rate that they are. going to have a lot of trouble getting 
funds. No~., you as planners know that. Is there anything that 
can be done to help those people out there doing some kind of 
operational decision making? Are there any grants that need 
to be done, studies that need to be done, are there any plans 
that need to be set forth? 

Comment~ Aren't we back to the same point that 1 made a while ago, 
that it is an operational problem? If we were consultants to 
management or if we were internal planners, then obviously ~.,e 
would be making arrangement's to take care of this, but we ate 
supposed to be involved in a little bit more innovative level of 
pla.nning. Planning to deal.with things that a.re needed, not 
things that have just increased because the population has 
increased. 

Response: Anybody else have a comment? 

Comment: I think I know what you are getting at. In corrections now, 
we have found tha t more counselors are required; and ~.,e have found 
that they spend about half of their time in investigative report
ing, so we have suggested that you take the paper work for the 
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inves tigations away from the counselors and hirepeejple ai:. Ei 

lower salary to do thi.:: t:ype of work. 

Response: Tha t is the type of thing that I. am taJ king about. It 
,:.;·Q8InS to rne that you as planner's have funds to allouate into 
different kinds of in.~lOvative things .. What innovations arc you 
most 1:nterested in? One innovation is the '1araprofessional; 
another innova,t:i,on is an information system; a third innovatiotl j 

that is not an innovatiQn, is calli.ng in reports via a telephone 
or a radio and having someone else write the paper work up. There 
are a whole variety of innovations that you have to decide w'hether 
or not these are thin;8 that are worth looking into. I was just 
giving you a few criter:ta that I thought might make those 
decisions. 

Comment: If I unders tand the LB:AA program, C;':>ngress provides money 
to test and prove certa:l.n things. This may be the only way that 
it can occur because the local units of government are not equipped 
to provide funds to fest programs. This to me is nothing but look
ing at what is going on at the present time and determining if 'it 
can be dorie mo);:e efficiently. If the population is goi .. ug to in
crease and the need to provide services is going to increase, 
obviously the paper work is also going to increase • 

Response: That would mean that if paraprofessionals work, and r don't 
know whether you have any test cases to tell, you might have to 
fund something to test that program; but even if it worked yeu 
might also have to fund programs to produce paraprofessionals 
unless those are already nicely set up. 

Comment: What I am saying is that! don't. see this particular need 
being identified as dependent on some economic factor of growth. 
It is obvious that it should have been done whether you had growth 
or not. Growth is incidental to it. It just means that you are 
talking about more paper work when there is less paper work. 

Response: What kinds of projects do you enVision being funded? 

Comment: Wel1~ for example, the rehabi,litative type programs, pre
trial referral services. At the present time, if a person is 
arrested 1 nothing is done with that person until he is actually 
tried and convicted, or tried and some determination made. A 
new innovative approach is diversion after an arrest is made and 
before trial. Ultimately the purpose of that is to meet with the 
state's attorney and the trial judge and to say to the judge that 
you think there are alternatives, maybe the individual has been 
arrested for the first time. or you think that it is an educational 
or vocational problem, or a family background problem, or whatever 
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the case may be. He La then diverted from the system c(~mpletely 
and provided these services, and it actually Btops at that point 
artd never gets down fur:ther in the criminal justice ~ystem. 

ReSpOMI?'1 How do ~hey measure whether or not he l~esponds? 

Conunent: ~lell, I t'hink that his attitud,:;! would be one thing that 
could be measurad. If the problem is education, whether he is 
responding could be measu~ed by his grade averages. 

Response: I was wondering whe ther, for ins t,lnce, the probation depart
ment kind of go t involved there, ld.nd I:Jf checking on him to se.e if 
his attitude had changed, even though he really wasnft, a pro
bationer, whether they kind of roviewed him • 

Comment: Actually, if whatever is expected to occur occurs at an accept
able standard, then the decision is made at some point within a 
reasonable time to not have this person tried. He then goes 
through the arrest, but he doesn!t go through the trial or sen~ 
tcncing. 

Response: Is this the reason that that particular grant appeals to 
you? It seems to me that the goal of that is to improve the 
quality of the service that is being provided, it\ that it not only 
relieves the load on the system, but a person is treated individ
ually and may actually be pulled out of the system, and that would 
be better for the person and better for the community. 

Comment: Well, another ai-de to this is that it would probably be 
cheaper to involve them in some vocat:LOl)al or educational pro'gram 
I:han it would be to put them on parole and have the parole o£Ucer 
doing all the paper work. 

Response: At least, it is cheaper in the sense that criminal justice 
doesn't have to pay for it, isn't it? Education would have t,o 
pay for it. 

Comment: It does in the sense of the recovery of a useful individul~ill. 

Response: I don't mean to narrow the conversation here completely to 
economics, but, what I have been saying doesn't conflict in my 
mind with what you have been saying at all. In describing your 
projects, that one looks like really an economically viable 
program, because it improves the productivity of the entire system, 
and it may very well cut your expenses and you may, therefore, be 
able to provide service to the same number of people for less 
cost, or to more people for the same cost, whi{~h is a way to 
measure what you do. 
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CommeHtt: ~ Wl.1H I, '118 m:e ge tting dO\Q1l to saying is, :i n tC1rrnl!i of economic..! 
ot'wh&r:,(.'ver way you want. to l~,:'A.sure this, which is going to '.{c' 
better, the reduction of palJ'er. '"rOI~k in a pl.'ogrl:tln OV01" hert:' \;11:' thc~ 
tdnl of a different kind of program that may be more Fl~Jccessful ... 
t~onvet·t more people, save more money, recover more souls, 01," what. 
hewe, vou. l'hes'a Ilre the kinds of dedsions tha.t L tit l.l1k we tH~ed 
to be making, but are not making in reference t'q planning in the 
LEA program. 

Res\)ol1se: r had hoped that you WCLlld not expect me 1:'0 Aay that you 
should be doing that one rather than this one, because what we 
are saying is that there are some economic criteria that you 
shou,1el look at. I didn't go into cost-benefit analysis and that 
kind of thing because I feel that that is a technique for doing 
something, and that is not really the climate in which criminal 
justice system planning is going to be made. But certainly 
there are a lot of criteria other than economic criteria, Bnd 
you certainly listed some of them. To me the important point to 
remember from this is that you are in an industry that is very 
personnel or:1.ented and that that is going to cause you some 
problems. Just to be aware of that should be a big step in the 
understanding of the kinds of problems you are facing. In 
addition, you have to recognize that economic growth is going on 
in the country, and therefore there will be continuingly increased 
amounts of funds available at the federal level and at the state 
and local level, if any of those federal funds are aver taken 
back either through revenue sharing or income tax or what have 
you; that is where the funds will be. Now whCfther you can get 
them or not is a political question, but within your professional 
decisions you will want to instill some cost-benefit analysis. 
Consider marginal productivity~ how much additional amount of 
productivity one can get for the dollar and compare its advan
tage - whether it is better for the policeman to write out the 
report or for the paraprofessional. 

Question: How can you ever get away from paper work? 

Response: There is no way to get away from it. It is just that we 
don't want a policeman to spend 8 hours a day on paper work. 
'l'hat is when you decide that you need a secretary • 
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~he Impact o· Social Movements and Soct~l Change 
on COt'ltpOt'l'~l'l· .~ of theCt-imina 1 JU!:l d,"t' Sys tem 

Abraham S. Blumborg* 

Five major movemdnts of the 1960's - thp civil 
rights movement, thta peace nlC'vement, the youth !\"J'lTe
ment, the women's liberation movem0nt, and the ~aw 
and order crusade M hav~ influenced the administra
tion of justice in the United States. Courts have 
been reldicalized by IIs hm;1" trials Bnd trmlsform~ld 
into political forums. Corrections has been 
aff~c ted by the Muslim movement, which :f;\H'eed the 
expansion of prisoners' rights. The police, funded 
by LEAA and bolstered by technology, came to see 
themselves <l.S the primary ddenders of the Am(~r:i.can 
system. Implications of the reactions to these 
movements are discussed • 

tvl~! name is Abraham Blumberg, I'm at the John Jay Gollege ()f the 
City University of the City of New York. My specialties are Sociology 
and Law and I thought that a good way to get this off the ground would 
be to talk about what has happened in the past ({eeade to what we 
ordinarily conceive of as criminal justice. That would include, 
obviously, not just the pplice, courts and correction sys terns J but 
would also include the legal profession. I think in order to get some 
insight into what happened to these institut:Lons, we have to beg:i.n 
with the organizing '60's, when the civil l~ights movement began and 
then began to spread into the Black Panthers) etc. You might also 
have to look for the roots of what happened or what hnd begun to 
happen to police, courts, the legal profession, the correctional 
system. We have to look at the so-called "youth movemellt," which 
tied in very closely as you recall to the war in Viet Nam, and also to 
the emergence of a drug culture in America. And we might a.lso t1ant. to 
pet'ha.ps, at the end, look at the Labor Movement for tl minut~l and I 
would tie these as ! said to the Peace Movement. 

*Associate Dean of Faculty, Professor of Sociology and Law, John 
Jny College of Criminal Justice, City University of Net.,., Ycn'k. 
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I think that the movements I have mentioned - the civil rights 
movement, regardless of what may have happened to that movement as 
it went along, the women's movement and the youth movement - that 
these three have had a profound impact on the cd"minal justice 
system, by the way in which the system responded to the strain, to 
the contingencies that these various movements introduced. I would 
like to see if I can just run down a list and give you some. notion 
very quickly as to what I'm'aiming at. Let's take the courts. For 
the first time'in the history of the Republic,virtually, the Coourts 
were radicalized in the '60's. In this sense, cuurts became living 
theaters, stages in which radical movements could be expressed, and 
indeed in which all the ordinary roles which we associate with the 
eourts were challenged. Judges in particular and the legi'timacy of 
the system were challenged, more often than not by young radicals 
and their lawyers, 

Trials became show pieces in which these movements would attempt 
to at least verbalize their ideology, to at lea~t portray in a verbal 
form what they were trying to communicate to the nation at large. 
The legal. profession was affected because the legal profession became 
polarized, where formerly anybody who was a member of the bar of any 
jur.i.sciiction had to of necessity at least meet the minimum standards 
of the canon of ethics of lawyers and the kind of ('.onciuct that waG 
described by that canOn. The polarization occurred not just in terms 
of Imvyers ake Kunstier but many younger members of tlw profe.ssion 
began to see the canons~as nothing more than a straight-jacket which 
in essence was restrictive of activities they saw as necesssxy in 
defending the poor, the black, and those who were espousing unpopular 
ideas. So you find the legal profession becomes fragmented and un
unified the way it was about the canons elJlbodied in the legal pro
f(i\ssion. 

I think related to that would be the judiciary during this 
period. Because of the behavior of some judges and because many of 
the radical lawyers and their clients were waging such an ktggressive 
campaign in the courts to espouse their ideas and to gain vindication 
legally because of criminal charges they faced, the judiCiary in the 
process would no longer seem as aSBered profession which could not 
be challenged. In the interim, of course, there were several scandals 
whicll served to reinforce the notion of the judiciary hot being the 
snctosaut profession. 

Another sub-system in the total system that was 
prisons. In the prisons we found that the one group 
greatest impact was the 131ack Hus1:i.ms, but again YOll 

as a spin-off of the original civil rights movement. 
were challenging many of the traditional practices of 
maximum security prison. Some of them had to do with 

affected was the 
that hnd the 
could see them 
Black Huslims 
the average 
the practice 
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of. their religion, their right t'1 privacy, indeed, culminating in 
the right to be rehabilitated. Th8Y complained about the general 
custodial system of the pri.sons. That began essentially with a 
movement which attempted to galvanize blacks, who constituted the 
majority of the inmates in many of the prisons. They started a 
movement for religious freedom but it evo'lved into many other issues 
including the right to have ones mail uncensored l the right to 
personal safety, the right to a parole review, and finally the 
right to be rehabilitated. And, indeed, One can track many of the 
correctional changes to the Muslim movement. 

When I think of the '60's, I use the word "radicalized"; I 
mean how is one radicalized by the radicals. Very simply, a line 
is drawn and police see themselves as the main line of defense 
against revolutionary movements. I think in the film IIState of 
Siege" (and I may be confusing it with another film) one of the 
chief protagonists makes the statement to the effect that political 
parties and political systems go, but the police always remain. 
The police see themselves as a barrier between peace and complete 
chaos. The police are further radicalized by the fact that within 
the police there is a black versus white polarization. Indeed, the 
police see themselves as defenders of the American system and 
radicalization of the police occurs. By radicalization of police 
I Illean po lice mili tancy, and the police becoming more and morE'. 
lnvolved in politic~ and more and more ex-policemen running fdr 
mayor. T/)e police were becoming more and more involved in a union
izaUon movement of police themselves and what had served to radical
ize the police finally were assas"sinations - obviously the assassi
nation of John Kennedy, the assassination of Bobby Kennedy, and 
several more. This has been for the police blacks generally enough 
of assaSSinations, but has incieased polarization between the police 
and the rest of the population and within the police between blacks 
and whites. They generally have seen blacks as what Skolnick called 
the symbolic assailant and have generally condemned them as the 
symbolic assailants. So, as 1 say, this radicalization of police 
has led to police unionization, and police professionalism has takeri 
on some of the biases that have been posed by the impact of these 
various movements of the '60's. When policemen go to college even 
now they only see their stereotypes with regards to especially poor, 
urban blacks as being confirmed. In other words, they're not in 
school [or any particular purpose, but are just passirig time to get 
some public funds maybe. 

I would say that another movement has had a very serious impact, 
not only on the police, but also on legislatures. Legislatures have 
been radicalized,by which 1 mean the transmutation of individuals 
from one stand to another' as a consequence of events in their life 
space. That is the culmination of all of these movements into what 
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I.IIH t r(>1I11y (~()unts. They have' Home vl'ry st.t~ange noti.onH. which an' 
very diff:J,cult to shake. because they see themselv('s as stnndj,ng 
alone. They see many of the other subsyste.ms within the., !'iyRtem; 
includi.ng the legal profession, as ultimately just one moce diluension 
in their lives that simply keeps them from doing their job. Instead 
of seeing themselves as they really are, or AhouJri be, as just 
another sJlbsystemlike the judiciary or the legal pr.ofession or the 
corrections system, as simply having (1 part in the process of crime 
control, too often the policeman believes that he is actually police
man. juror. judge, probation officer, parole officer, and every 
other role in the system. 

An.other con.sequence of all these movements has been one which 
we really don't take into account too often unless you read the 
police journals or are in close contact with the police, and that is 
its effect on technology. As a consequence of the riots of the mid
'60's, as a consequence of rather elaborate funding at the federal 
level as it filters through the states, we find the police becoming 
not only directed toward politics but also going off into military 
directions of technology and equipment. We find troop carriers, 
helicopters, vehicles which are really more like tanks, and police 
are getting 2/3 of LEAA funds. 

In fflct, 1'11 go further: Long before the Nan'en Court became 
the Burger Court, the Supreme Court of tile United States which is 
certainly a part of its total system, was affected by the mo~ement8 
I have mentioned and even the Warren Court had begun to back off from 
80me of.its earlier rulings and give police more power; indeed, the 
stop-and-frisk decisions of the Supreme Court in effect simply con
firmed what states had been doing all along anyhow1n really mitigat
ing the impact of the ~. decision and the Terry vs. Ohio decision 
simply finalized that and gave the police really what they wanted. 

Another consequence of the impact of the '60's and these social 
movements I have me,ntioned is LEAA. The development of the LEAA as 
a link to the states is a very significant development in the entire 
criminal justice field. In fact, I have already mentioned that 2/3 
of the funds - estimated at 800 million dollars in 1973 - go to the 
police. As a consequence, a spin-off from this is the development 
of a hardware industry. A hardware industry which up until'now has 
in a large measure found its market in the military: riot guns, 
troop carriers, computers, special hardware for wire-tapping and bug
ging; in fact the Viet Nam technology is being adopted lock, stock 
and burrel wherever it can. You get n large variety of firms that 
are inte,rested in cashing in on this: IBM, UNIVAC) and others now 
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all have vested interests in the police technology being developed 
further. Furthermore, technology, one of the really interesting 
things, has had the effect of tying the 40,000 police units much 
closer to the FBI than before. So in effect, I would conclude that 
the old statement that J. Edgal" Hoover use'd to make as a morning 
prayer that we have no national police is no longer true. We do 
have a national police as a conseque11ce of the '60' s movements and 
this developing technology that I have just mentioned. One of the 
side effects of this too has been, as I mentioned, that .the police 
have gained power and as a result have gone into politics (R:l.zzo, 
Bradley, Stenvig), and perhaps even in New York City and other 
cities throughout the country it will not be. unusual for an' individual 
to present as one of his major credentials for a mun:l.cipal post 
that he has served in some capacity in public safety, especially the 
police. A man with a police career, if he has a personality, can 
look forward to a comfortable career in politics at a local level, 
am I would assume even at the state level, perhaps eve.n at the 
national level. 

I want to mention Women's Liberation for the moment. As a 
consequence of Women's Liberation there are more t~omen police and 
female lawyers, Women in police departments now are more likely to 
be assigned to radio cars than before, more likely to be sent out on 
dangerous assignments than before. In fact, one of the consequences 
I might say is that there are more arrests of women now. In fact, 
it could be argued that women were formerly the beneficiaries of 
male chauvinism because they had lower arrest, conviction, and 
commitment records. Women, in fact, have been one of the mainstays 
of some of the youthful radical movements. This has, had its impact 
on police and courts in their attitudes toward w0111en. 

But where are we now? Actually if you examine the country you 
will see that the youth movements are Virtually dead. The drug 
culture has taken on an entirely different complexion; it is no longer 
an acid-dropping hard drug ,culture. It's back to ~lcohol in its 
various fotras and marijuana. There is no such thing as a peace move
ment. The labor movement for all practical purposes has not only been 
weakened but it looks more every day when George Meany is to speak 
they would sound very much like the president of Mobil Oil or General 
Motors. So big labor in many,ways has had no real impact in the 
sense that these other movements have had on the criminal justice 
system. I want to bring up what I see are sotne points of danger 
possibly in the' '70's and it wasn't because of Watergate that I am 
going to say this. Anybody that has had any experience in police 
work, or working with the police or any offices of this branch, knows 
that \~iretapping and bugging are not unusual. 'The technology has 
been around a long time and there has been a good deal of jud:l.ci.al ,.. 
comment on issues involving wiretapping and bugging; there has even 
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beL't1 a good deal of case law on 1'\11:' subject thtlt has been handed down. 
What is important is this - one 01 the things that could be spelled 
out oE the \.Jatergate affair that :r. tho\lght was very, very dangerous 
was the historical parallel with the Weimar Republic. I menti~n the 
Weimar Republic because I met a West: GE.1rman pt'ofessor of law at a 
sociological meeting and I hashed th1s out with him because he knew 
his history better than I did, and r didn!t do that much reading 
about Wei,mar; but apparently this is what emerg(~d: 'J'lu.' \velmar 
Republic as you know is thac government which Hitler very easily 
destroyed. It had all the features of what we liKe to call liber.al 
democracy - universal suffrage, separation of powers, checks and 
balances, judicial control of the administrators, organized political 
parties. It had, unfortunately a skeleton army, a free piass and had 
very strong trade unions. One of the things that it lacked, and it 
turned out to be the crucial thing, was a monopoly of coercion..n 
fact, the Weimar Republic kind of paraded itself as being a politlcally 
pious entity. In othet; words, they said here vle are, We are living in 
an immoral world, but tve are not going to be immoral. They allowed 
maximum freedom to everyone. The Nalds gained power finally, and after 
they were voted into office, they did not proceed at once to dismantle 
the Weimar Republic. What they did was that they duplicated every 
important al1l1 of the republic - the police; the army, the civil 
service. The security police became responsible for all police work 
criminal, security, etc. One of the things that disturbed me most 
about the Watergate thing was that the executives organized groups 
parallel to legitimate organizations, such as the FBI and the CIA. 
In other words, to constitutionally legitimate organizations were 
added parallel structures which WOl1ld be responsive only to one person 
or one group of people. The plumbers were only responsive to those 
who hired them, unlike FBI men who have to be responsive to their 
superiors, who in turn have .to be responsive to the Attorney Ge.neral, 
who in turn has to be responsive to the Courts, hopefully. In other 
words, what I want to suggest is that in a sense part of the defense 
that is being presented by the perpetrators of Watergate is correct. 
What they pet'ceivl2 to be the outrages of the '60.' s has culminated in 
the arbitrary use of police power .and the kind of thing that happened 
in the Weimar Republic involving spying, secrecy, br.utality, the 
temptation to act as a law unto oneself. These became chl:\racteristics 
inherent in every police structure that ~.;ras erec.ted by the Nazis and 
in every totalitarian system the police and the criminal justice system 
became critical. Modern technology actually increases the possibility 
of abuses and the more society makes behavior technically illegal -
in other words, the more crimes we make possible for a person to commit -
and the greater the discretionary powers of police authority, democratic 
regimes can only survive if they keep criminal justice institutions 
under control of the duly, lawfully-elected officials of institutions 
and do not create parallel illegal institutions to perform their duties. 
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What I am 8uggf~stlng to youtA 01l(~ of the lesHorts of the 160's 
is that the outrages of thp. '60't'; H<'l1J.y weren't so outrageous 
because many of the movements or the 160'8 culnrinatt!d in a much 
looser society) looser in the Bense that we all hav!? more freedom) 
certa:i.nly in connection with the hlacks. Some of the situations 
were really laughable - you mean th~l t SOm00tl{~ cotlldn I t walk tnto a 
five-anci ..... clime and order a coke ot they couldn I t ride. on II tHIS or 
train or attend a school. So many of the issues that btl?,an as a 
civil rights movement did have an impact as we see in tl mote radical 
offshoot as the Black Panthel's and the. kind of out cageous behaVior 
as the Black Libetation Army, assassination of po1:i.cemen and so fotth, 
but these did have. an impact on every substance of the c.riminal 
justice system. 

In reaction thsteto, what is most dangerous is that in the '7Q's 
we should be careful that we do not take measures to usp th~ hydrogen 
bomb to control a flea. r would suggest too that our technology lUay 
be more important than we think in terms of th~l future behaVior on 
our parts in the system. How are you going to deal really, not just 
with the very sophisticated methods of bugging and so fotth, but also 
with the ways we have of controll:i.ng human behavior? WhHt ate we 
going to do with this technology in the '70's? There arc all sorts 
of temptations and it depends I guess on the View you have of the 
war ld. If you ate a vety Hobbesian person you might say, "My God, 198Lf 
will be here much sooner than we think." IE you are a much mOl"a 

optimistic individual you ~"ould probably say, "Well, perhaps we have 
hwtned some important lessons and the technology will be conttol1.ed. If 
Even though we do hook the computet's up and we do computerize everyone, 
none of the information will ever be used with malice. There. will be 
a growing tendency, I th:1.nk, in. the '70 I B to import and employ the 
technology of the military at the civiUan level. I think that the 
drug law that we have recently enacted in New York sta.te may be, ev(:'.n 
t.hough it may not be cmtirG'ly suc:cessful, the kind of W;lV(' of the 
future of le.gislatures practically breaking their necks t:o Bee \.,ho 
will get their name on the first proposed bill to restor0 the death 
penaltYl even though it is convenient to ignore it) just as it is 
c,onveni(mt to i.gnote our experiences with hard drugs and that we hnv(' 
had very severe laws on the books at the state and federal level for 
many yonts but it just hasn't worked. In New York, everybody is 
making dire predictions that the jails will be full before we know it 
because ~)f certain features of that law, no p1e.a bargaining :In Ill<lny 
instances, lots of tr.ials Hnd lots of new legal business, new courts, 
lots of net., lawyers that will be. needed for defe.nse counsel. My own 
feeling is that we have to go through With it, suffer through all the 
ptoblems and then if nece.ssary, we can lool\. back and say, "Look) this 
doesn't work." Americans being what they are, basically a radical 
people in that they enjoy nothing battet than success and hate failure, 
and having e2!:perienced failure, they Hill take a more Ulndetate course • 
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lndaed, I want to tell you that Rockefeller's hardest salling 
point in connection with what: is Ii ':'\iJther severe program tS 1 IfLook~ 
the other system failed,1t of COllrse, the other system being what: 
he felt was a liberta:dan {Jne with thl': s tate spending sOlne 200 
million dollars creating jobs and addiction centers ,\V'it:hout dealing 
with all the other fundamerltal problGlns~ f~rgetting thut you can't 
treat just the symptoms. We have simply gut ten to the poInt in 
dealing with the drug issu·.e that the whole thinn has heetlllH?l i.deolog
ical.. You are either a believer or a non-.believC'l:'. 1':'1 the "aee of 
t.he New York situation, I think. they are going tu fitld (l lot: of 
mistakes. ! wanted to show you that wher.e we are today is really a 
product of the '60's. 

DISCUSSION 

Question: Do you think that out of these movements that you outlined~ 
that the police element in our country as well as tha execuU.ve 
brunch of our government and the legislative branch and the 
major:f.ty of the population of our country have oV";Yt:'reacted? ! 
can't help but get that attitude out of your comments. 

Response: The police reaction is certainly understandable. There 
have been police assassinations. There has been a good deal of 
rhetoric about "pig," etc.; of course, you hear less and less 
today, by the way. ! think the overreaction is la:r.ge.ly in 
conneccion with the whole "crime in the streets" is 8 UE." , but it's 
the nature of the overreaction. I wOllldn' t mind 1.£ there wC);~~ 
overreaction if it took other forms, instead of taking the form 
mainly of technology. Better te.chnology is not the way 11GCeSSElfy 
to the kind of success you are looking for in a crime control 
situation • 

Question: Then you don't believe in a better mousetrap. 

Re,s1'onse: I do believe in a. better mousetrap. I just know that a 
better mousetrap is not enough. A classic case of that, again 
:t hate to bring up a painful subject, but the greatest technology 
OIl the face of this planet did not subdue a people. who were just 
wearing pajamas and fighting with the third rate equipment that 
the Chinese and Russians were willing to cast off. Of course, 
that tV'as a different situat1.on. They had the element of 
nationalism in the situa,tion. :t would say that technology is 
Simply not enough, it has to be coupled with hard, common sense 
based on tvhat we do know. For example, the death penalty: it 
may satisfy us for the moment to simply have this kind of 
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retribution, but in the long run the death penalty really 
cures nothing by way of new of=enses. You are not dealing with 
a single problem whether you are tulklng about the death 
penalty, drug addiction or any other crime. I believe that 
things should be done in small ways. One thing that I think 
could be done that is a small thing, though you may think it is 
a big thing when I mention it, is gun control. If we ean p<:!y 
farmers, and we have been paying them s:Lnce the 19..>0' u; soil 
bank payments and all sorts of other payments rwt tu grow certa:f.n 
crops or to grow certain crops or to do cert~in things~ and we 
have been paying subsidie8 to people for now well over 30 years 
to accomplish certain desirable goals) why can't we do the same 
thing in certain kinds of industry. Pay the arms manufacturers 
to only manufacture for the military and bUy up all the guns 
that exist. You know it would take only a dmall part of our 
budget. ! knot., that I am not dealing with the big issue of gun 
otroership, but maybe we should research substitutes for it -
you know, for making a man feel good besides the possession of 
a gun. 

Question: What ,would you hope to accomplish by gun control? 

Response: I would like to save the lives of those 9,000 people who 
get killed each year. What was it, 52% of the homicides. 

Quesdon: If yot! bought up all the guns and passed a 1mV' that it 
would be illegal for a private indj.vidual to own a gun, all the. 
law abiding citizens would turn theirs in, but the criminals 
would not. What good would that do? 

Response: Recently in looking over a report I noted that in all the 
assault cases, or virtually all of the cases, a pistol was used. 
This didn't strike me as unusual because I have seen such 
reports before. I want to suggest to you that it is do~able, 
it is feasible. It is true, as you say, that the criminal will 
not turn his gun in, but that is the very thing that would make 
it true. 

Question: I recall someone saying that if you do away with the tools 
you would do away with the problem. But it seems to me that 
even if you take the gun away, if a person is intE'nt on doing 
bodily harm, he will find another means. I don't agree that you 
should pay someone for not being a criminal. 

Response: Look, 1'm not trying to oversimplify what is a relf).l problem. 
It seems to me that you have to ask yourself the first question, 
what is a criminal justice system and what is its real purpose. 
It seems to me that its real purpose is to provide for an orderly 
society which has a minimum amount of hazard, inconverlience and 
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J.(lSS of: lib(~rty t\) ehe r't"dinary citizens. Let's fwt very 
practical about this. What· is the characteristic nbout the gun 
that makes it such a deadly wc!, pon? It is its speed. '1:0 do 
something with a club or knife tukes much more time than a gun 
and is not as sure to be deadly. As this gentleman has indicated, 
if a man is so determined to kill, he could give his ,own life and 
by forfeiting his own life probably achieve the objectivl:>. under 
the right circumstances. It is just that I think th~.,t tl1e whole 
weapon culture that the gun has created in the United States is 
part of our problem. 

Comment: I don't think that you are being realistic. The public 
wouldn"taccept such a law. 

Response: 1: don't doubt that. People feel that they really must have 
their guns. It would be like tak:Lng away their automobiles. The 
very same problem exists in the ecological problem, especially in 
the energy crisis. No one has suggested that we should tailor 
our needs to the reality; they have suggested ways of increasing 
the energy supply. No one has suggested that we should tailor 
our needs to a very simple mechanism,and I admit that this would 
be revolutionary in the United States, but Congress could simply 
pass a law saying that no engine should be produced with more thart so 
nlany cubic centimeters of displacement, or no automobile should 
be longer than x number of inches, or you name it. But the point 
is that we are going to come to that, or at least your generation 
is going to come to that, r'n probably be off the scene by then. 
Certainly in the realities of the energy situation, we have not 
thought of tailoring our lives to the reality, and this is the 
same thing with the gun and drug situation. We may even come to 
the conclusion that even though it i.s a public health problem, 
just as alcohol is, it might be a good idea under certain circum
stances to give people their drugs under some sort of Medicare 
program, I don't know, for the safety of the l~est of us and for 
their mental health. True, it is an extreme measure and it might 
be considered fascism. Look, none of these are easy problems, 
but I am trying to tell you that you have got to start somewhere, 
and that somewhere, I happen to think, is to get the guns off the 
streets so to speak where legitimate sportsmen and what have you 
would not be affected, it would just mean less guns around. In 
England this does Ii lot, I think, to keep violence down. 

Comment: If in fact the taking away of guns, indeed, only reduced 
violent crimes by 1/10 of 1 percent, then the whole effort would 
be wasted. You might well have spent less money and accomplished 
it by some other means inducive ·to changing the persons' attitude. 

Response: Let me just bring up a few points here.' I think that the 
people in the criminal justice system and their supporters, people 
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who proclaim themselves to : n friends of the police, etc., 
t:heir. notlon has been, as i. hi1'f'" l"ead it for more than a decade, 
that thib hns been a deeade. of l~x,,:·t-;s:Ive license and permissive-
1.1eSS, that there has been erosion of discipline and respect for 
constituted authority. I want to Buggest to you that in 
part gun ownersb:Lp ,to met is p~\rmi~lsivene8s , that el"{)fl i."'n. of 
discipline and respect for authority are also part ot the 
question of gun ownership. There is no reason in a lll'lSS, 

industrial. urban society like ours where communication is 
virtually instantaneous, where. anybody but the police and other 
duly constituted authoriti~s and the military should have weapons 
of any kind. There is no need for it. 1: am simply trying to 
indicate that if you want to bring crime down to some degree, 
you have got to start somewhere. My question to the group would 
be where do you want to begin. I guess that one way of doing it 
would be to repeal many of your laws and then you wouldn't have 
as many crimes. Where would you begin? 

Comment: Guns have uses other than k:i.lling pec/ple, I mean unlike 
marijuana, there are legitimate uses for guns. 

Response: There are legitimate uses for marijuana and LSD; there are 
medical uses for them. Seriously, termil.'l.al cancer pa tient8 have 
been treated with heroin and LSD to help them deal with the 
problem. I really put the questiOl"l, not. because I want to play 
the role of the devil's advocate, but because I really want to 
know from a group like this. I assume you would all be inter
ested to some degree to pick up the FBI crime report to see that 
crimes have reduced, like crimes of violence in 17£, and '75, or 
that the other crimes have gone down. I really would like to 
know. Do you have any place that you would want to start '? 

Question: Well, I think you used thH term crimes specifically. I 
think this is the whole objective oithe LEAA progralll: to reduce 
the crime rate. !f you are talking about crimes of violence, 
take that as a category and don't i801atethe fact that gun 
control laws, whether you have them or you don't have them; that 
is just a small part of the overall problem. Why are these 
people being assaulted with guns seems to be important to'me. 
What studies do. we have to indicate that? 

Response: In many instances we know that crimes of violence are not 
pre-planned, they occur between people who have had very intimate 
tela tionshj,ps • 

Comment: Speaking of other crimes, I think we still need very indepth 
looks at everything conceivable that might have ct"eated the 
problem. 
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l\eBjJ()fU,d.!: Let's examine. what it is that people feel iII this country, 
ilt least in the major cities. Rightly or wrongly, whether :tt 
be, part of their hyst(~.t:ia, p~~oplt'. are afraid in New York, :tn 
Chicago, in Los Angeles, in San.Franc1.sco, etc. They are 
afraid of being mobbed, women are afraid of being assaulted 
H0xuul1y. The reason I streMS the ctimesof violence 1s berause 
this is the one that. seems to haye' ew.!ryone up-tight. w.d it 
seems tome chat the criminal justice system has tu :Hldress 
itself to these issues because if they want t.o get future fund
ing and support they are going to have to ad(t~'ess themselves to 
those types of crimes. Most people feel about property crimes, 
"Well, the insurance company will take Care of it." Of course, 
I personally don't ;f~el that way, haYing been the victim 
recently of theft of a beautiful AH-FM radio which my insurance 
company did not compensate me for entirely when you think of: 
the inconyenience and so forth. Still I would say that my 
neighbors and most people ar~ more concerned with crimes of 
violence and less about pl.-operty crimes • That is why r. ask you 
again to think about where we start. If YOlt ~i1ere to make one 
small start, one small step :~n SOUle direction what would it be? 
Where would it go? In other words, I would like to hear from 
you. Do you haYB a.ny notions or suggestions? 

Comment: I think the success of any movement is in long range 
programs. We have a number of short range programs that are 
supposedly aimed at a stop-gap measure of alleviating the problems 
that we have now; but early intervention it seems to rna to be the 
key. 

Response: t<That are the components of early :i.ntervention? 
I 

COllunen t: Wha t 1. am thinking abou t mys elf as early in terYen tion is 
like in a juYenile program, is to recognize your deYiates, and 
again a certain amount of deviation is healthy to society; but to 
develop some sys tem of eatly I recogni tion. among j tlvenile eys tems • 
To treat people earlier, probably before they are eYer in 
juvenile court, but to treat them earlier through the systems 
that are failing at this time. By the time a kid is in the 
youth development c.enter, these other systems have failed. I 
think there should be a lot of significance placed ~n the long 
range program in education. This is one point we discussed 
earlier. If we are to ever get anywhere, I think that is one 
of the areas we have to work in. 

Comment: You have also got to do something about those treatment 
programs because a lot of the studies that are coming out now 
are saying that a lot of the kids that aren't gt:ltting picked up 
are doing better in the long run than those that; are. involved 
in O~lr system. 
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Response: There may be some tlU':J, to the, notion that: being involved 
itt the system is som<2lthing th,:t ",r\tnmitsan individual deeper to 
u deviant life style. But by th~ s~me token, it works for some. 

Cmnmcnt: Some of the kids we, mlly label as being in need of treatment 
may shape up by themselves • 

Response: Right. There is eVidence bot;h ways: That juv1i'rd,le 
correctional institutions and agencies seem to confirm deviant 
careers and also intet't'llpt deviant- careers. As bad as som'e of 
the juvenile cor.rectional Situations are) they do some good in 
some instances. 

Comment: ! think that no matter ho~q you state your goal, you are 
going to have to attack all parts of the system. To reduce B 
specific crime you are going to have to work at it through not 
only law enforcement, but also through the courts and correc
tions. 

Response: 'lOll see, one of the problems has been, if this wus u. room
ful of pOlicemen, let's say, the policemen seem to c()l1ceive of 
themselves as the criminal justice system, rightly or wrongly. 
This is a big part of their problem. A large part: of: the people who 
Bre in non-police agencies have to obviously work with the police . 
The police are only a part of the total syst.em. Everyone keeps 
talking about a system. Is there really a system? 

Comment: No, the:ee isn't. 

Response: That's right. We have a process. I'm not sure that we want 
a system at the moment until we determine better what the "system ll 

is supposed to do. All parts of the country are different and 
require different "systems. II 

Question: Do you think the correctional system is ready to handle an 
increase? It see1US to me that it is not. What do ~.,e do with 
these people? Do we try to rehabilitate them? 

Response: On the contrary. I think they see themselves as success
ful and only failure needs to be rehabilitated. I think that is 
another lesson that flows out of Watergate. Host of these men 
thought of themselves as quite virtuous. If you recall this very 
famous study by Cressey on embezzlers, he was trying to estab
lish a model of embezzlers. The embezzlers he found were indi
viduals who generalJ,Y had jobs in trU$ ted posi tions, who then 
developed What Cressey called a non-sharable problem ( a problem 
he couldn't do anything about or go to anyone about to seek help, 
but a problem that could usually be solved by money). What the 
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i.ndividual then did \~as tu '1E'1}'l hims0H to 801'1\(' of tha funds he! 
had ncc('ss to. But M he did bO hE> never looked at himself 118 

a thief, but always with the notinn that he was going to put 
the money back. In time, of course, he would find 'himself 
hopelessly enmeshed and in time it would come to shot., that he 
vms noth:tng but a thief. But even when the embezzlE>r is con
victed and goes to prison, he never considers himso 1 ; a criminal 
or c~lpable of not being trusted. This prohlem of s('lf-image. l.S 
hard to overcome. The problem of white collar ct'imes has been 
with ue for ages. And the white collar crimes are not limited 
to the upper class. Every class has somE'. form of the do-it
yourself larceny. Latge corporations are considered fair gamC', 
because after all ITT does it to me, 1 can do it to them -
that kind of thing. In part our whole culture lends itself to 
this kind of thinking - that crime is good for the economy. I'm 
sure that at times many of us don't see some of the things that 
we do as having criminal potential. l: don't mean just expense 
accounts and that kind of thing, but I can see how high office 
leads people to all kinds of mischief. :t don't mean just 
poli tical office, I also mean corporate office. I l<;now in 
England for example, the real problem is not violent crimes, but 
minor property crimes, as it is here. It's just that we seem to 
pay more attention to the street crimes or violent crimes. We 
seem to shrug off the property crimes, or thlnk IIWell, the 
insurance company will take care of that. II We are all enmeshed 
in this feeling of having to ptotect ourselves. It's funny, but 
the majority of the films coming out now all seem to be geared 
to the "man un to himselfH image - Jesse James; the Dal ton Ga.ng, 
etc. That is one of the reasons I hesitate to even disclIss glln 
control, especially in the Southeast. The Southeast and the 
Southwest people see o'lVning a pistol as a tight. 

Question: You addressed one point that :t would like to discuss. The 
local police as I understand and from genetal observation have 
traditionally had to usurp powers that wete not theirs to handle 
various situations. At best, they have functioned in this regard 
under broad interpretations of the law, often in fact they have 
been outside the law. Do you see this as a critical factor in 
the near future of this being challenged? 

Response: Hell, it has been challenged. 'Ilhe comprom:i.se; so to speak, 
that has been \vorked out cul.mina tes in s top-and-frisk laws and 
your no-knock legislation especially in connection with this 
whole area of drugs. YOll see the police traditionally in this 
country have pretty much misused, particularly at tbe local level, 
their power. tVhat has happened in many communitiec;; is that the 
police have engaged in things that have nothing to do with police 
work. 85% of a policeman's time is very often spent in non-crime 
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t'll11Lrol tletiv.ttieH. r /lUi l1't HllggcrHing thnt you wont to 
l:"('lI1(We the police at a atflt~' Jtwl from de.aling wIth nccidlimls 
and t.'Ui(,,-rgencies. Vory often til{) j'l\11y om~s around who can 
(;'fff.~ctively do this are I:h£>. pou.ce. You just keep piling on 
the ul!tivities j whether it's ca.tc.hing stray clogs ot: COWS, etc., 
on t:hl~ police. h@eallse they arE:' the only agency trmt is \In duty 
2'1 hours a clay. 

Comment: Recently a small city 1n Florida, Dania, r0qussted tec.hn1cnl 
assistance for the police department for somebody to coma in and 
1001<. at their management, operations and budget. Someone camt~ 
in nnd looked at the place and left and sent a report in that 
just raised a lot of problelns. It all centered around the fact 
that they have had 8 .chiefs of polic.e in 9 years, and an 80% 
turnover in personnel. The consultant's basic reeommendat:i.on 
was that in order to increase productivity of the polieedepart
ment the first thing that needed to be done was for the city 
council. to come up with an objective, the objec.tiv(' being 
whether you are to be a watchman, serviceman or law Bnforeemen.t 
department. Then whatever you select, cut back on the other 
parts. 

Response: They try to do all three more often than not, or. at least 
thts is my experience. 

Comment: Well; the people tell us what they want. You made the 
comment that by the time you start something after. a while they 
change their minds. This is the way it has been for the last 
200 years. The people change their minds and the laws are just 
a reflection of what the people think and feel at that partic
ular time. Now legislatures meet all over the state and they 
don't have any turnout so' they go back to the capitol and they 
pass law'S and the people say \"eU this isn I t what r want. \"e11 , 
why don 't YOll come out at'ld tell us what you want. The people 
Bt'en't interested in telling you what they want, they only want 
to tell you what they don't want. This is why laws are made 
and repealed and chang\~d. Xn the criminal jus tice sys tern we 
feel that same impact. We get these things from the agettdes 
the police: courts and correctional agencies -- saying that 
this is what the people want. Then we go along with it and we 
change from year to year. So the people do tell us, r think, 
what they want, even if it's by telling us what they don't 
want. Then when they get tired of it, we change and go to 
something else. 

Response: But usually the amount of what we call social lag ot' time 
lag involved is incredible. For example, I know that the 
President has said that we have turned the corner on the drug 
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thIng. Well, that's true, )\)11 know) if .you talk to any kid in 
coU[;!ge or n kid on the sU'('eLd t\nhody really wants to use LSD, 
etc. But we have a tremendous alcdllOl:i.sm problem that every-
body l.s juc.;t sweeptng under the rug. YOtl c<:tt1'tget people ex-
ed ted about alcohol. One of the ways that H might be possible 
to do something about alcohol and the whole public intoxication 
statute, you know what the problem is) 'it's medicin(~. Am.i, 
like in New York, it is not unlawful to be publicly drunl<., I 
must not disturb the peace or annoy otherB, but L c,an be rip
roaring drunk if I want to. Where it tual1y becomes a police 
problem, in any event, an inta!vention problem is where the 
individual becomes criminal trouble. Any of these addictions is 
a medical problem in that we do not have the medical technology 
for a cure of any of this. Yale University had a fantastic . 
grant at one time; there was a big Yale Center of AlcohOlism. 
They came up with a lot of interesting publications and did a 
lot of research and learned a lot from the alcoholics about the 
alcohol problem and learned a lot about what alcohol did to the 
body. Rut they never came up with anything like a "cure" for 
alcoholism. The only cure for any addiction, and that includes 
food, is stopping or cutting down your intake. Certain addictions 
you simply have to stop - like smoking. I must tell you, in the 
way of a confession, that to me the hardest addiction to overcome 
is smoking. It took me ten years to get over the feeling that I 
wanted a cigarette after I quit. Seriously, I would follow 
people around just to sme1l their smoke. It. has always disturbed 
me to,.;ronder why it is that we always tend to downgrade the users 
of other substances, but tobacco seems to be more or less an 
honoristio addiction. 

Question: If the educational program on addictions were better it 
would help. I know when the government stepped in and scared us, 
everyone started dropping back on their smoking or stopping. 

Response: ~~ell, in many instances that! know of it waan' t the 
government. I know in my case it was back in the early '60's 
before the government got into it, I was down to smoking every
thing but a rope. The point is that it was a matter of self 
preservation. It's true, I was addicted. But it's amazing. 
Once you are free of it you are almost like a reformed drunk. 
You feel so holy, so saintly, you are busy telling people hoW' 
they can do it. But there is a real problem of decriminal-
iza tion in any of these fields. The subs ti tu te - wha I: do you 
furnish as a substitute? What has happened, it seems to rna, i.s 
that we have dumped a lot of these problems into the laps of 
the police because it is cheap; they are available to do the 
job; they are on the job 24 hours a day • 
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COnll'lI:.'ilU lUst i.1rlcal.ly, if yo 1,1 g'l h[tek to 1965 and come up, you see 
a tr;:l.mendous amount of LEAA lfion.ey going into different areas 
of the. !'oHce. You hear a lot t:f f-,'edback from people who are 
in police planning that we are .losing a lot of money here. 

Ih~8ponB(=: \vell, I t·mu.ld like t:o see 1:1 lot mon!! or: thE! money going 
.tn to probation, parole, in 0 ther words, the co~,:,re.c t i (' l1.l1 

services; and not too much money - I know the hardwlne thing i8 
dead, and I know you can't get Uncle Sam t.o buy Yl)L1 a tank or 
A.nything. 

Comment: Yes) you can; you just have to go down the right f,lVenue. 

Response: Well, yes, but the thing is I think they should hopefully 
begin putting more of their money into the courts and correc
tions. 

Question: You indicated a moment ago that some of the movements we 
have here would tend .toward LEAA sponsoring defacto national
ized police, the structure of the courts, and such. Did you 
indicate that you felt that this was like a virus and would 
have to run its course? Do you have a tendency to fE:~el that ~.".e 
are not going to get over this virus? 

Response: Well, I hope that it is going to be a virus that :i.s going 
to run its course. The.re will be reaction formation, I think, 
against all this, and what will happen is that we will bring 
back the death penalty. And I think a lot of the states are 
going to try to ape the New York experience. There:are going 
to be a lot of politicians who are going to want to cash.in on 
this idea and try to eliminate drugs through very stern UlieasUres 
that have already been tried anyhow. There is going to be a .lot 
of reaction in the sense that sterner laws will.try to achieve 
our objective. I think that people will see very quickly that 
this is really not working. One of .the reasons .we experienced 
the great big crime problem is that we are finishing our post
war baby boom. They are all beginning to g~J: into that 
situation where you have a wife and a mortgage. ,. The point is that 
that big youth bulge is phasing out and we will find that' our 
crime rate will begin to go down a little bit. And I think in 
time that we will See a lot of material removed from our 
criminal code. It's true with this drunkeness thing, I agree 
with you that it is a failure unless you have some other system . 
The problem is that all these other systems are more expensive 
than the criminal justice system, and people are not really 
anxious to increase their ~axes. 
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